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§ 1. INTRODCT.ION
1.1. Strictness analysis.
The implementation of functional languages provides an -interesting testing ground for probing the

(sometimes high-running) expectations on=thebenefits of parallellism and is pursued by several
research groups. One of these is the Dutch -Parallel Reduction Machine` Project, which sponsored
the research for this paper.
We start with a simplified picture of -the situation. A functional program can be seen as. a term;
evaluation of the program comes down to-reducing that term according to a set of rewrite rules,,
until no rule can. be applied and a noni al,form is reached. A reduction step'consists of replacing a
subterm by its reduct, ie.. the result of applying a rewrite rule. Now these reduction steps can be
made in successive order, but this is not necessarily so: it seems reasonable to expect that executing
several reductions simultaneously will reduce ihe'time needed to obtain a normal form.
However, the possible consequence of evaluating different subterms in parallel is that subterms are
evaluated the outcome=.of which is not needed for'the result of the main term: consider e.g.

T := if A then B else C;
evaluating A, B and C in parallel means doing more than- is strictly necessary, since either B (if
A is false) or C (if 'A is true) is not needed for the evaluation of Yr
are`needed for the final result, where
So it seems reasonable only to evaluate those
a subterm `T (not in normal form) of a term S is called needed if every reduction of S to normal
1

form contains a contraction within T. This definition of neededness is operational and not very
manageable, therefore it is often replaced by the semantical notion of strictness: a term T is called
strict if [T]-1 =-1, where [.} is some interpretation, and a-subterm T of a term S=S(T) is called
strict if Xx.S(x) is strict. In other words: T needs to be. defined for S(T) to be meaningful. For
-

the untyped lambda calculus the equivalence

every redex R is head needed in TR a T. ;is strict.
(where head needed means: needed in any reduction to head normal form) has been proved by
Hans Mulder: see [BKKS86], 5.1. Analysis of the situation ;for-the rewrite system of our language
POLYREC is an object of future research.
Now, if we restrict our strategy of evaluating in parallel to: evaluate only strict subterms, we know
that all we do is necessary for the final result. This strategy of strict parallel evaluation can be
implemented for a functional language once its semantics is given:, but -it requires the evaluation of
the interpretation of terms, which is as difficult (if not the same) as reduction to normal form. So
for this strategy to be efficient, we cannot base it on an exact computation of strictness behaviour
but only on an approximation, which we call demonstrable strictness. This is strictness based on a
simplification of the semantics called abstract interpretation, which is essentially easier to evaluate
than the concrete interpretation.

1.2. Underlying ideas.
We, now sketch the ideas behind our approach in somewhat more-detail. POLYREC is the result of
,devising a functional language with the following features:.., y
typed lambda calculus;
arithmetical and logical operators;

recursively defined terms (using a fixed point operator);
..polymorphic terms (using type abstraction);
.
operations on types (product, sum, exponent);
recursively :defined-types (using a fixed point, operator on type functions).

There are four kinds of expressions of POLYREC: types, type constructors, terms and
polymorphic terms. In the interpretations of POLYREC defined in this paper, this is what happens
with these kinds:
types are mapped on objects. of a category,

type constructors are mapped on functorsh
terms are mapped on elements of objects,
polymorphic terms are mapped on choice- functions associated with functors.
2

The first idea for the concrete'interpretation. CI is to interpret the types of °POLYREC by complete

partial orderings, since they allow the definition of-fixed point operators and are closed under
disjoint sum;product, exponentiation (=takin bontinuous`function-spaces) and taking projective

limits (used to interpret recursive types, defined as the least fixed point of type constructors). With
such an.interpretation- CI, strictness is defined by`
a t e r m t of t y p e o - r is stri if- CI(t). I = 1
It is our goal to appoxiinate this-by="the notion of d(emonstrably)-strict, defined by

a term t, of type 6-4 is'ci-strict° f AI(t) I

I

using an abstract interpretation- At We want th i s to be an approximation from above; i.e:
if t -is d-strict, then'ytisstrict,.°
and this requires
(1)

AI(t)1 = 1 . CI(t)1 = 1.

There is, of course, a trivial solution .to this: define Al in such a way that it never, yields 1, then
no-term is d-strict. To obtain a more interesting abstract- interpretation, we proceed as -follows.
First we consider the interpretation of constant types, e.g. N, the type`of the natural numbers. We
have CI(N) = N = <(1;0,1,2, . };<> where x__y iff(x=:1 or x=y). We can abstract from thisstructure by identifying all natural
numbers to one object T : this yields the cpo 2 =<{ 1,T },<>
i'
1.

with 1<_T, and the mapping -absN: N -4 2 defined by abs(x) = 1L if °x=1, T otherwise. The
same can be done for other type constants such as B (the type of the booleans).
The idea now is: extend abs to all types of the language, then use it to define AI by putting
_

something like

.

AI(c) :abs(CI(c)) for` c a°cnt
AI(st)i:= AI(s)AI(t)
a.AI(ttx`:=aj)

and prove (1) by showing
b

(2)

<_ Al and abs(x)=1 H x=1
abs:o.C.r

(2) is proved with induction: over types and `terms: the main lemma is

3

:

-- abs(fd) < abs(f)abs(d)

to satisfy this, abs(f) is defined (after [BHA86]) by
abs(f)a := V{abs(fd) I abs(d)Sa}:_
as { abs(fd) I abs(d)<_a } is in general -not directed, this definition is not correct in an arbitrary cpo,
and we are led to complete lattices, where every subset has a supremum, as. the realm for the
abstract interpretation. Another restriction is imposed by the fact that we.need

f continuous --- abs(f) continuous,
and this can be shown if the cpo's involved are algebraic.
., they also
So on the one (concrete) hand we have algebraic cpo's;. to guarantee closure under
have to be boundedly complete. Such cpo's (being both algebraic and boundedly complete) are
called: domains. On the other (abstract) hand, we have algebraic complete lattices, acts for short.
So the situation can be rendered as follows:

POLYREC

domains

abs

<

algebraic
complete
lattices

Here the S symbol near the arrow for, abs indicates abs o

5 Al, the first part of (2).

of the language; POLYREC, a domain CI(z)
The thing to do now is to construct, for every type
and an algebraic complete lattice AI(i). This is simple, for type constants such as N and B, and
for types constructed with x, + and --*, for types .p.CI_, which, can be seen as- the fixed point. of
the unary type operator (D, this is done in the style of [SP82] with a limit construction which does
not only involve a sequence of domains resp. acl's, but also continuous functions between them.

These functions are obtained by considering CI((D) not only as an operator ?,D.CI((D(D)) on
domains, but also as afunctor F on the category D of domains, i.e. a.mapping defined on both
domains and continuous functions between them, satisfying (among other things) F(fo g) _
F(f) o F(g). Moreover, these functons F have to be continuous,: i.e. -ta satisfy F(limhXf) T.
4

limn(F(Xn)). The definition of AI((p) proceeds in.paralle1.
For the definition of abs(.i(I we use a slightly, different. limit construction, involving a sequence of
functions obtained by what we call an` abstraction transformation between two functors: this is a
generalisation of the notion of natural transforrriation.
1.3. Outline of the rest of this paper.
We
is -given, together

oftherest of°this'pa er._-In §2 a defui tion- of POLYREC and its"axiomatics
`examples

.§3

and §4 formh a=de` tailed presentation of complete partial

orderings, domains and algebraic complete lattices and their relevant properties. §5 -"starts with a

concise introduction. of categories and functors, followed by the definition of four categories to be
used in the next sections. The central notions of abstraction- an arrow in the category of domains
with certain properties - and abstraction transformation are the subject matter of §6. In §7 several
fixpoint constructions using chains of domains are worked out in extensor they are needed"to deal
with recursively defined types in §8°, where the concrete and the abstract interpretation of
POLYREC are given, together with an-abstraction function for every type. '"Me harvest is reaped in

§9: definition of. strictness and demonstrable strictness, and the theorem'relating the two. In §10 we
look back, discuss some variants on.the-method-and suggest topics for future research. The
Appendix contains a justification of the definition of abstraction transformation given in §6.

1.4. Acknowledgements.
The author wishes to thank Samson Abramsky and Chris Hankin for useful discussions, Piet
Rodenburg for a.crucial insight at a crucial moment, and Henk Barendregt for many stimulating and
refreshing meetings concerning `the subject of this paper and other things.
Written sources- of inspiration were [BHA86] '(for-the-definition' of --»' in 6.5.(i) and the outline of
§8), [Ba84], [GL84] and [Lo79] (all for §3).
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§ 2. THE LANGUAGE POLYREC.
In this section we define: the functionahlanguage. POLYREC. It is a strongly typed language with
recursive and polymorphic types, but strictly, weaker than second-order lambda calculus (see

Remark 2.4).
2.1. Types.

We define (inductively and .simultaneously); the collections O (with elements (T,
) of types
and On --j O (with elements (D, yr,...; n=1,2,...) of ary type constructors. We assume the
collection

TYPvar (with infinitely.- many elements. a, (... )
to be, given, and. put.

TYPvar c O
N,rBE O,
x, +,--_>,;E 02 -> O

if (D E On - O and 'rj...,TnE O, then- (Dttl...te O
if rE O and al,...,anE TYPvar, then
8a1...an.ti E On -a O
if J) E OHO, then µ(DE O.
2.2.a Terms.

We define the collection ,T .(with-elements s,, t,...) of terms :and- On - T (with elements p, q,...;
n=1,2,..,.) of n-ary polymorphic terms,,, -together with the functions type : T ---) FO andtype: (On--)T) -4 (On--4O) (n=1,2,...). We assume the collection
TERMvar (with elements x, y,...), satisfying:
for every ti E O there are infinitely many x with type(x)=t,
to be given, and put

TERMvar C T
O,-S,pus,times,eq,true,false,not,and,or E' T
1-,ite,fix E O -* T
pair,pO,pl ,in0,in1 E 02 -+ T

case E 03 -* T
if s;tE T and type(s) = type(t)-*t, then (st)E T
if te. T, xE TERMvar and type(x),=t, then. Xx:-t.tE. T
if pr=
and, 1,...,tinE O, then p(r1,...,tin)E T
6

if tE T and -al,...,aneTY1 var 'then'' Aa1...an.tE On-'T, provided that no type
variables occurring in the types of free term variables in t are bound

type is defined by

.

=N

type(O)

.type(s):
type(plus)

= N--*N

type{times)
type(eq)

=NxN - N

.

= Nx,N -* N

NxN -* B

type(t-rue).

B

type(false)
type(not)
type(and)
type(or)

=B

,type(-1)
type(ite)
type(fix)
type(pair)

= Sa.a

type(pQ)

= Sa(3.ax(3 -*a

type(pl)

= 8ap.axp --4P

type(in0)

=5aj'.a-a+(3

type(inl) .
type(case)

=

:type(st)

= ti

type(1x:ti.t),

= r --4 type(t)

type(P(til1,

=B--*B
= BxB.,-*B,

=BXB -*B

= 8a.B a aa
= 8a.(a-a)-4a
= Sal3.a -* (3-* axf3

S:a(3

a'

-4 as+{3

= Sa(3y.(a--*y)

-->

(13-*Y) -* (a+13) -* Y

if type(s) ='type(t)-*

...,cn)) = type(p)(r1...... n)

type(Aal...an.t)-:= Sal.:,,,an..type(t)
Notational convention: we often drop parentheses to improve readability, using associativity of
application to the left. So ((rs)t) is written rst or r s t . Types are sometimes dropped if this
causes no ambiguity..
2.3. Axioms.
Besides the usual axioms and rules for equality, POLYREC has the following axioms:

(6a1...an. r)til...tin = ti[al:=il,:
(Sa.ti)( t(Sa. t)) = µ(Sa.ti)

7

=tiny

usual equational axioms for 0, S, plus, times, eq, true, false, not, and, or
ite(ti) true 's t =s
- ite(ti)

false s=t = t=

ite(ti) 1(B) s t = 1(ti)
t(fix(ti)t) = fix(ti)t

p0(a,t)(pair(a,ti) s t) = s

pl (a,ti)(pair(aj) s t) = t
case(p,a, r) r s (in0(p,a)t) = rt
case(p,a,r) r s (inl (p,a)t) = st

(Xx:type(t).s)t = s[x:=t]

(Aal... n.t)til...tin ,.= t:[al:=ti

h:

n]

2.4. Remark.
POLYREC is essentially weaker than A2,..-the second-order lambda, calculus. In A2 we have e.g.

(Aa.Xx:(x.x)('VP.P->P) is atermoftype,
this (reading 8 for V) is impossible in POLYREC, since 5[3.13-(3 is not a type, but a type
function.
2.5. Examples.
We show the expressive power of POLYREC by giving some type definitions.
i) Lists of objects of type i
,
x

L = L(ti) := µ(8a.1+(txa)),

so L = 1+(ttxL). The constant <> and the functions cons, hd, tl and lth with
type(<>) = 1
type(cons) =,,,r -

L -- L

type(hd) = L -4i
type(tl) = L = L
type(lth)'= L ---> N
8

are defined by-

(in full: ih0(1,exL) 1(l))}`
cons := Xxy.(int (pi ir' x y))
(in full .x:,c.Xy:L.(inl
xL)`pair( L) x y)))
7.x:1-p0.6
hd =case Xx.1
:=sinO

(iri'full `case(i, exL,ti)` "?.x:1'.1(r) p0(,L))
t1:= case

p''
".<.

(in full case(1` txL,L) %A41.1(L) p1(i,))
lth := O(.f (case'Ax.O.x.S(f(p1 x)))
=(in full: o(L-*N)(Xf:L-*N.(case(l,ixL,N) A.x l.O A.x:tixL:S(f(p1'(ti,L)x)))))
ii) A model of the type-free lambda calculus over a type is

M =M(z) :=
so M =,r + (M -* M), ' and we can define' -emb, fun In'd graph"with"Y

type(e`mb) ='t -. M `<

type(fun) = M -- M - M
type(graph) = (M - 1Vt) - . M
by

emb := inO(ti,MxM)

fun := case

x. J % x.x
(in full: case(ti,M-4M,M->M) A,x:ti. I (MOM) .x:M-*M.x)
graph .= in 1(T,MxM)

9

§ 3. COMPLETE PARTIAL ORDERINGS:
In this section we consider several types of complete partial orderings (cpo's) and deduce some
properties. Our main goal is to find, two classes of cpo.s for the two,interpretations Cl and AI of
POLYREC we=have in mind: both classes consist of so,,called.algbraic,cpo's, in which every
element can be approximated by compact elements, and have to be closed under --* (taking
continuous function spaces). This leads to domains, i.e, cpo's which are both algebraic and
boundedly complete, For Al., however, we,needsomething more: existence of suprema of
arbitrary subsets, and this brings us to the class of algebraic complete lattices. We end the section
with a topological characterisation of domains as f0-spaces.

3.1. Definition.
Let <X,<> be an ordered set. The collection D(X) of directed subsets of X is defined by

D.(X),:- {YCX I Y# A Vxy Y3zE Y(x<_z Ay<_z)}.
<X,_<> is a complete partial order (cpo) iff:
a) <X,<_> is a partial order (i.e. _<.is reflexive,, transitive. and antisymmetric);
b) X contains a smallest element 1;

c) each YE D(X) has a least upper bound (supremum) VY, which satisfies
(VY is an upper bound of Y),
V x X(V yE Y(ySx) -* V Y_x) (VY is a least upper bound of Y).
VyE Y(y<_VY)

iii) Let <X, be a cpo. The topology <X,O(X)> is defined by
O(X) :_ { OCX I Vx OVyE

O) ,A, VYE D(X)(VYE O-YnO#0) },

i.e. O is open iff O. is upward closed `and its complement is closed with respect to suprema of
directed subsets.
We often indicate an ordering <X,S> or a topology <X,O(X)> simply by X.
3.2. Remarks.
i) This topology is sometimes called the Scott topology of X (e.g. in [Ba84]), after D.S.Scott,
who introduced it in [Sc76]. Scott called it the topology of positive information ([Sc76], p. 524).
We refer to these references for a proof that <X,O(X)> is indeed a topology.

ii) We follow [Ba84] in excluding 0 from D(X). This does not look very elegant, but it allows
for a nice characterisation of continuous functions: see 3.4.(i).
iii) Clause (c) in the definition of cpo's allows for the definition of fixed points: see 4.7.
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3.3. Fact.

{ yE X I= not(y<_x) } is open, for every xe X.

3.4. Lemma.

Let X, Y be cpo's, f : X - Y.
i) f continuous a VZE D(X)(f(VZ)=Vf(Z)).
ii) f continuous,= f monotonic.
iii) If "X is finite, then: f = monotonic a -f continuous:
P[oof.i)=As,in [B a84]; 1.2.6.
,ii).Assume,f is continuous. If x<y "then- '{x,y} is directed and V {x,y}=y, so'ft' = fV`{x,y} _
Vf{x,y) = V { fx,fy }, hence "-fx5fy

iii) If X is finite, then every directed" subset Y° of 'X has a greatest `element y- so fVY=fy; also,
by monotonicity, fy=VfY and we conclude that f is continuous.
[]
3 S...Defi-nition.

Let <X,<_> and ;,<,X',5> be ordered sets. The exponent - X == X'] _

X' :=s-[X - X']"= {f
f <_" g iff `dxE X(fxSgx).

",<''> is defined by

continuous}

3.6. Lemma.
If X and° Y are cpo's then so is [X---)Y].
Proof. One easily checks that [X--)Y] is a partial ordering if X and Y are. Likewise one
'observes that, Ax. -by-is the least element- of [X--*Y]. `
As to the least upper bound, we have: if .ZC[X-Y] is directed, then so1is Zx:={zx I
every xE X, and V Z = l x. VZx.

3.7. Definition.

Let _X,<> be

X.
i)c(X), the collection. of compact elements .of X, is defined b

c(X) : {xE X I VYE=D(X)(x<VI - yE Y(x<_y))}.
ii) llc(x),` the cone-of compact elements under x, is defined by
C(x) := {ye: c(X) I y<x }

11

for
[]

iii) <X,<_> °i§=called an-algebraic cpo-if every°element x is the supremum of its cone 11c(x) and

this cone is directed, i.e.
V-XE X(4c(X)E D(X) A X=V 1 C(X)).

3.8. Fact.

If YE D(X), XEc(X) and VY=x, then xE Y.
We now investigate the continuous function space [X -+ Y] for algebraic cpo°s X and Y. By
lemma 3.6 it is a cpo;.is it again. algebraic? The, answer will be: no, but it almost is. More precisely:
every fE [X --> Y] is the supremum of uc(f), but 11C(f), is not always directed.
First we.define a subset of the compact functions, the admissible finite functions.
3.9. Definition.
Let X, Y be algebraic cpo's, and let a=a1,,...an' ,and b=bl,...,bh be finite -sequences of compact

elements of X resp.. Y. We define Adm(a,b) by ,
Adm(a,b) := Vi,j<_n((ai<aj -- bi<_bj ) n b'xe X(ai,aj__x - 3k_n(ai,ajSak_<x)))

and fab by
fab(x) := V { bi I ajSx } .

Functions of the form fab are called finite functions; if also Adm(a,b) holds,,- then fab. is called
an admissible finite function.
3.10. Lemma.
Let X, Y be algebraic cpo's. If Adm(a,b), then fab is welldefined, continuous and compact.(in
[X -* Y]).
Proof.i) Assume Adm(a,b), xE X. Now Zx={bi I ai<_x} is directed (form if bibJE Zx, then
ai;aj<_x, so aiaj<ak_x for some k, and bi,bj<bkE Zx ), so fab is welldefined. Also fab(VZ) _
V

I ai<V Z } = V { bi 13 z(=-.Z(ai<z) ),,,= V { V { bi I ai<z

Z }., = V fa=b(Z) for directed Z, so

fab is continuous. Compactness remains to be shown, so assume GC [X--->Y] directed,
fab<_VG. This means Vxe X3gE G(fab(x) <_ gx), i.e: VXE X2gE G(V (bi I ai_<x} <_-,gx), hence

V}<_IaI2ge G(V [b[ ai<aj`) <_ gaj); so (G is directed) 2ge GVj_Ial(V {bi I ai_aj } <_ g(aj)), i.e.

Vj<_Ia1(fab(aj)<-g(aj)) for some gE G, which implies (by the definition of fab) fab<g; we
conclude that fab is compact.

[]

3.11. Counterexample..
It is tempting to think that any function with a finite range of compact elements is compact, but this
12

is not the case."we give a'counterexample, using the cpo's N and '2 defined in 4.1.
Let f, f0, fl, ...: N L 2 be defined b
`

f(x)

= 1 if x=1 otherwise T
''

f(x)-fT. `if'OSx<n,'otherwise

1

then (fn I nE co } is directed and - f '= V't fn 1 ne (b), but there is no fn with f < fn', 'so f is not
compact, althoughits-range'is a finite set of compact elements.

To prove that'- [X-* Y] is algebraic (lemma 3.14), we need the supremuii of subsets of X and Y
which are, in general, not directed; they share, however, a property we define now:
u.

3°.12. `Definition:

i) B(X), the collection of bounded subsets of a cpo X, is defined by
B(X) := {YcX 13xE XYyE Y(ySx) }.

ii) <X,<> is called boundedly complete if each YE B(X) has a supremum, i.e. V is defined for
all bounded subsets of X.
iii) <X,_<<> is called a domain if it is an algebraic acrd °boundedly complete cpo.

iv) If {x,y)E B(X) (i.e. 3zE X(x<z n ySz))'then we write- xTy(X).
v) We write xvy for V { x,y )
3.13. Fact
If X is boundedly complete and°=x1'y(X) holds, then xvy` exists:
3.14. Lemma.
Let X,Y, be d(jmaiins
i) The compact elements'of`[X ---> Y1 are-exactly the admissible finite functions.
ii) [X -4 Y] : is'algebraic.
iii) [X -4'Y] is-boundedly complete," hence a domain:
Proof. i) That admissible finite functions are compact was' shown in lemma 3. 10; we now prove the
converse. Let fe [X-4Y] and define G := far=
I g admissible'and finite,
(1)

G is'directed and

(2)

f<VG

then, if f is compact, r3 E'g G (f!59) , so f=g; and we are done:Directedness of G is obtained as follows. Let `'gl fabE G, g2=fcdE G, assuming, without loss of

generality, that a1=c1=1E X, bl=d1E`Y. Definet p,q as the sequences satisfying
13

{ <pi,gi> I i<_Lpl }

= { <aivcj,bivdj> I i__<lal, j_Icl, aiTcj,(X)) } , The ,is a correct definition, for if

ai,cj_x. then aivcj exists (X is boundedly complete), and also fai,fcj<_fx, so ; gai,hcj<fx (for
g,h<_f), i.e. bi,dj<_fx and bivdj exists (Y is boundedly complete). Adm(p,q) follows easily
from Adm(a,b) and Adm(c,d), so h:=f yq is a admissible. finite function. Also gl(x) _
V [bi I ai<x} = V {bivl i aivl<x) < V {bivdj I aivcj<_x}=h(x) and, analogously,
so
g1,g25h. We conclude that G is directed, i.e. (1).
To see that f<VG observe fx = V1c(f(V}lc(x))) = Vicwf{lc(x)) _
V {be c(Y) I b__V {fa I aE c(X), a<_x}) =_Vy{be c(Y) 13aE c(X)(b<_fa)}, =

tr

V { fab(x) I; ae.c(X), bE c(Y), b<fa }, _< V { gx I ge G 1, so we have (2).

ii) This follows from the proof of (i), using compact = (admissible and finite).
iii) Easy, using the pointwise definition of 5 and. V. _in; [X Y1..

[]

We now show that the restriction to domains is essential to obtain closure of algebraic cpo's under

-4.
3.15. Lemma.
Let <X,<_> be an algebraic cpo. Then the following are equivalent:

i) X is a domain;
ii) [X-->X] is an algebraic cpo;
iii) 4c(kx.x) c c([X->X]) is directed;_
iv) Vxye c(X)(xTy(X) ---> xvy exists and xvy c(X)),.
Proof. (i) = (ii): Assume X .,. is a domain, and let fE [X-->X]. We. have to. show:
1}c(f)={ge c([X->X]) I g<f) is directed, with supremumf. By lemma 3.14 we get llc(f)={g
admissible and finite I g<_f } , and we see: that this -set is directed and that its supremum equals f b
inspection of the proof of (1) resp._ (2) in the same lemma.
(ii) = (iii): Evident, by the definition of algebraic cpo.
(iii) = (iv): Assume x,yE c(X), zE X, x,y<_z. We have fxx,fyyE c([X-+X]) and fxx,fyy<<' ,x.x,
so fxx,fyye ]lc(kx.x). This- last set is directed, so we have a fabE }lc(kx.x) with fxx,fyy5fabWithout loss of generality we assume ,a=4,,a1=x, a2=y. Let aE,a ,satisfy x,y<a, and
`da'E a(x,y<_a'<_a --) a'=a): -such an a always exists, for a finite and Adm(a,a). We claim:
xvy=a. x,y<a already holds; rests minimality, so assume x,y<_z<_a, then (by Adm(a,a))
x,y<a"_z<_a for some a"E a, hence (by the -choice ,of a) a'.'=a and z=a, and the claim is proved.
(iv) = (i): If YCX is bounded, then so is Z:={zEC(X)_I 3y(;_Y(z<y)};.hence everyfinite subset
F={zl,...,zn) of Z has a supremum zlv...vzn which is smaller than any upper bound of Y.
Now Z*:={ VF i FcZ, F finite} is welldefined and directed, and. VZ* is both an upper bound of
[]
Y and smaller than any upper bound of Y, i.e. VZ*=VY.
So far for the class of cpo's needed for Cl, the concrete interpretation of POLYREC. Al, the
abstract interpretation, requires one more restriction: VY has to be defined for all subsets of the
cpo's involved. The reason for this,has, to, do with the abstraction function abs between Cl and
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Al, and is explained in 1.2.
3.1:6. Definition.
i). Let <X,<> be, a-cpo. <X,<_>- is called a-complete lattice if each YcX - has a supremum.

ii) Let <X,.<_> be a complete lattice, -Y X. Then AY, the least upper bound (infimum) of Y, is
defined by

AY =-.V'{xEX'IV`Y Y(x<y)}
iii) Let <X,_<> be a.cpo. If there is a yE X w thfVxE X(x<_y), then wecall this y the top elemen

of X, denoted by T.

.

I

_

-

.

;

-

iv) Let X, Y be complete lattices. We call, f : X --> Y additive if f(_VZ) = V(fZ) for all ZcX.
3.17. Lemma.
i) X is a domain with a top element t--> X is an algebraic complete-lattice.
ii) Let X, Y be algebraic complete lattices. Then the compact elements of [X - Y] are exactly the
finite ones.
Proof. i) Easy, by the definition ofboundedly complete_
ii) By lemma 3.14 it suffices to show that every finite function is equal to an admissible finite one.

So let a= al.... ,an, a C X;` b =`b ;:..,bn, b- c Y; put`

p := the sequence ofall disjanetions of subsets of a (so` p has 2n elements),
q isdefined by ql . V {b.J bJ 5 pi, j<_n} for j = 1,...,2n,
for_jw,.

..i

then -ores easily verifies

p,q contain only compact elements= (by 3.15.(i,
Adm(p,q);
V { bi I ai <x} = V {qi (pl < x} for all- xE X. i.e. fab = fpq.
1
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To complete the picture of domains, we give a topological'characterisation in terms of Ershov's
fo spaces.[Er75].
-

3.18. Definition.
Let <X,O(X)> be a topological ' space.--`
i) The ordering :5:, on X, induced by O(X),is defined by"
.

x<y =-YOEO(X)(XEO---) yEO).
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[]

ii) The collection X0 off-elements of X is defined by
Xo := { XE X I(X)E O(x))
where 11(x), the cone above x, is defined by 1(x) := {yE X-Lx<y},
iii) <X,O(X)> is called anffo-space if:

a) X contains a least element 1 w.r.t. <_;
b) if two f-elements of X are consistent, their supremum exists and is again an f-element, i.e.
Vx,ye

X(x zny5z) -* xvy exists A xvyE.;X0),

where xvy := ,V {x,y}.
c) every open subset is the :union of the cones above: its f-elements, i.e.
VOE O(X).(O=u{11(x) 1}xE OnXo})

3.19. Theorem.
Let <X,S> be a cpo and let O(X) be its topology. Then,,_
<X,O(X)> is an fo-sppace
Proof. From x(=- Xo 4=

b <X,S> is, a domain.

X,1 x<_y}E O(X) t=» VYE.D(X)(x_VY - * 3yE_Y(y<_x)) a xE c(X) it

follows that the compact elements are exactly the f-elements. We use this in the rest of the proof.
Now assume that <X,O(X)> is. an -fo space. Then <X,5> is algebraic, for U c(x) =
c(X) I
y<_x } is closed under v: (by 3.18.(iii)(b)) and -hence directed; also V 1}c(x)=x,4or. V IJ. (x)<_x by
the definition of c(x), and if not(x<_V jlc(x)), then xE f y I not(y<_V llc(x))) (which is open, by
3.3), so (by 3.18.(iii)(c)),2zE X0 not(z<_V 1}c(x)) n :z<_x), which gives contradiction with
zE ilc(x). <X,<_> is boundedly complete; too, for if YcX is bounded; then so is Z:={ zE Xo I

2yE Y(z<_y) ), hence every finite subset F of Z has a supremum which is smaller than any uppe
bound of Y, so Z*:={ VF I FCZ, F finite.} is welldefined and directed, and VZ* is both an
upper bound of, Y and smaller than any upper: bound of Y, i e V:Z*=VY
To prove the converse, let <X,_<> be a domain. Then xvy is defined for every bounded pair of
compact elements, and if Z is directed, and, xvy<_V.Z, then ,x,y<_VZ, so there are z, z'e Z with
x<z and y_z',_ hence (Z is directed) x,ySz" for some z"E Z, so ;xvy__z" and we conclude that
xvy is compact, which settles the second clause of the definition. of fo-spaces. To obtain the, third,
we have to show xE OE O(X) -- 2ye.OnXo(y_<x), which follows from x =V1lc(x) (for X is
algebraic), hence J,(x)nO#o (by the definition of O(X)).
{]
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§ 4. OPERATIONS AND FUNCTIONS ON DOMAINS.
In this section we study operations and functions defined on domains and complete lattices, to be

used for the interpretation of the type constructors= x,and the (polymorphic) term constants
of POLYREC. First we define some domains for the interpretation of N, and B.
4.1. Definition.;1,. 2,,.B and NN..are-defined by

!:= <{ 1 },_<> with 1_<1
2

<(1,T 1,5>, with x<_y iff x=1 or y=T

B

<{ 1,truefalswith- xy iff x=1` or x=y

N = <{ 1,0,1,2,3,...} <>, wit

x5y iff °x=1 or x=y

T

1

1

1

2

0

1

2

3

x=y.

false

true

1
B

4

5

1
N

4.2. Lemma.

i) 1 and 2 are algebraic complete lattices:
ii) B and N are domains.
Proof. Easy.

[)
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4.3. Definition.
Let <X,<>, <X',<_'> be orderings.
The product <X,5>x <X',. <_'> _ <X",<_">. is defined by

.

X" := XxX
<x,x'> <" <yy'> iff x-< y and X.'<' y'.
The sum <X,<> + <X', <_'> = <X",_<<> is defined by
X+X' :_ { <O,x> I _xEe=X } J:{ <l,X!> I x
a <_" b

X' } V { _LI

}

iff a=<0,x>,;b=<0,y>. and. x<y
or a=<l,x>, b=<l,y> and x__'y

or a=1"

e

4.4. Lemma. If If, X and Y are'domains then so are XxY, X+Y and
Proof. For [X--Y] this is shown in lemma 3.14.(iii).
One easily checks that XxY and X+Y are partial orderings if X and Y are. Likewise one
observes that '<1X, I y> is the least=elernent of- XxY, .L of X+Y. As to bounded sets and
suprema, we have:
(1)

Z E B(XxY) => ZO E B(X), Zl E B(Y) and VZ=<VZO,VZ1>,
where ZO:={x I <x,y>E Z) and Z1:={y I <x,y>E Z};

(2)

Z E B(X+Y) =* Z={ 1"} and VZ=1", or
ZC{1"}U{<0,x> 1=XEX}, Z0 E B(X) and VZ = <O,VZO>, or

Zc { 1v{<l,y> I yE Y},.` Z1 EB(X) and VZ = <1,VZ1>,
where ZO := {x I <O,x>E Z}, Z1 := (y I <l,y>E Z}; we conclude that XXY and X+Y are
18

boundedly complete cpo's.
To see that XxY and°-,X+Y' are algebraic, use
(3)

<x,y> compact < x andy compact.

(4)

a e X+Y compact ..

a=1 or a=<i,x> with iE { 0,1 } and x compact.

[]

If X and Y are complete lattices, then X+Y is in general not a complete lattice, for it fails to
have a unique top element (unless X or Y is equal to 1).'Therefore`we define the complete sum
of two orderings.
4.5. Definition
Let <X,S>, <X', <_'> be orderings. The complete sum
defined by

<X,_<> +C <X', <_'> _ <X",<_"> is

X+CX := {<O,x> I xE X}V{<1,x'> I x'E X'} v{ 1

a <" b

}.

iff, a=<O,x>, b=<O,y> and x<y

or a=<l,x>, b=<l,y> and x<_'y

or a=1"
or b=T"

T'

0

+c

1

1'

4.6. Lemma. If -X and Y
lattices then
XxY, X+CY and [X--)Y].
Proof. By -'lem na 3.17.(i) and lemma 4 4 it suffices to shrow'that- XxY and _"[X--*Y] have a top
.

element: for XxY this is <TX,Ty>, and for [X - Y] this is Ix.Ty.
For X+cY we argue as follows. We have
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Z C X+cY = Z E B(X+Y) and VZ is defined as in (2) in lemma 4.:4, or
{x I <0,x>E Z} # 0,, {y l <l,,y>E Z}. ' nd> VZ= T
so X+cY is a complete lattice, and with

aE X+cY compact b a=1" or a=T or a=<i,x> (iE {0,1 })' and x compact
one easily proves that X- Y is algebraic.,

0

4.7. Definition.

Let X be a cpo. fix : [X-X] -X, the fixpoint operator of X, is defined by
fix(f) := V {fnI I nE co)

where fOx:=x, fn+lx:=f(fnx).
4.8. Lemma.
i) V { fn I I nE co } is directed, so fix(f) is welldefined.

ii) fix is the least fixpoint operator, i.e.
f(fix(f)) = fix(f), and

fx=x = fix(f) < X.
iii) fix E [[X---3,X]-X], i.e. fix is continuous.
Proof. i) Easy.

ii) For the first part, we observe
=f(fix(f)) = f(~V {fnl I nE o-})

= Vf({_fn'1 I nE co }) (f is .continuous)

='V{fn+ll l neco}
= V{fn1 l nEw)
= fix(f).

For the second part, assume fx=x. We have 1<x, and y<x =* fy<fx=x (for f is continuous,
hence monotonic); with induction this yields VnE-c fn15x). So fix(f) = V {fnI I nE (o } <_ x.
iii) This follows from -fix(f) =,,V {If.fnl I nE co} and the fact that the If fn I are continuous. []
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4.9. Definition-.

Let X, Y, Z be cpo's. We define the following functic ris

ite: B .-4 X .- X -* X

(ite abbreviates if -then else)

ite(true,x,y) = x
ite(false,x,y) = y

ite(l,x,y) -.1
pair: X -4 Y -4 XxY
<x,y>

pair(x)"(Y)

pO: (XxY) -4 XpO(<x,y>) := x: p l : (XxY) :- Y

p1(<x,y>) := y

inO: X - X+Y
inO(x) := <O,x>

in 1: Y - X+Y
in 1 (y)

<1,y>

-4 (X+Y)-Z

case: [X-Z] -4
case(f,g,:<O,x>)

fx-

case(f,g,<l,y>) := gy
case(f,g, l )- :

1

4. 10. Lemma.

ite, pair, 'pO, p l, inO,: in l and case are continuous.
.;Proof. Easy.

4.11. Definition:
Let X, Y, Z Z be complete lattices. We define:

itee: 2. -* X - X -4 X itec(T,x,y) := xvy
--:-itec(l,x;y)'.= 1
in0c: X-.-* (X+cY)
inOc(x) °_ <O,x>
.

in 1 c: Y

-4 -(X+OY)
in1c(Y) := <l,y>

21:
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cased: [X->Z] -* [Y-*Z] -4 [X+cY]-*Z

=

case6(f,g,<O,x>) := fx

casec(f,g,<l,y>)
casee(f,g,J..)

gy

:= 1

case(f,g,T) := T
4.12. Lemma.
itec, pair, pO, pi, in0c, inlc and casec are additive.
Proof. Easy.

a

4.13. Remark.
One might think that the coalesced sum +', defined by

X +' Y :_ <O,x> I xE X,x#l) u { <l,y> I yE Y,y# 1-} u{ 1 }:,
together with

inO': X -* X+'Y
in0'(x) <0;x> if x # 1

inO'(1) = 1
inl': Y -* X+'Y

'

inl (y) :_ *l,y> if y # 1

inl'(I )= 1
could serve as an alternative for +, inO and in 1. This is the case within the context of this section,
but not.when interpreting POLYREC (more precisely: the polymorphic constant case). case- is
to be interpreted by case, and the axioms for case would require that'

fl = case(f,g,iri0'(1)) = case(f,g,l) = case(f,g,inl'(1)) = g±,
and this does not hold for all f and g.
A similar argument holds against the coalesced complete sum, defined by

X +'c Y

{<O,x> I xE X,x#1_,x#T }-u{<l,y> l yE Y,y#l,y#T }v{ l,.T }.
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§ 5. CATEGORIES AND FUNCTORS.
In this section we introduce--some' categories, to be used for the interpretation of POLYREC. We
start with a concise, presentation of, some basicnotions of category theory.

5.1. Preliminaries.
A category cC consists of a collection .Obj(C) of objects and a collection Ar(tC)' of arrows.
Furthermore we have:

the mappings dom,cod' : Ar(C)Obj((C) (domain and codomain),
a partial bit%ary Piperanon'

o

" (composition) on Ar(cC),

for everyobject CE C an arrow n l_E Ar(C),
satisfying the following axioms:

fog- is defined iff dom(f)=cod(g);

f°(g°h) = (f°g)oh
doin(l C) = cod(1) _ C;
1Cof = f, ga 1C _ g.

We write C,

for categories, C, C,... for objects and 'f,g,...

f is called an isomorphism if there is a g with dom(g)=cod(f),- cod(g).=doin(f) and fog=lcod(fl,
gof=ldom(f) C and C ' `are called isomorphic (notation: C = C) if there is an isomorphism f
category-are'identified.
with dom(f)=C, cod(f)=C. `Isomo"rph
It is possible to identify objects C with the arrows 1C, and to consider Obj(C) as a subset of
Ar(C): We -shall do so sometimes:

C is a subcategory of C' (notation:

c

if Obj(C) e Obj(C') and Ar(C) c Ar(C'). If,

moreover

Ar(C) =

Ar(C') I dom(f),cod(f)E Obj(C)1,

is a full subcategory of C'.
Cop, the opposite category of
is defined as the category satisfying:
then
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Obj(COP) = Obj(C);

-

there is a bijective mapping op : C COP with
dom(op(f)) =-scod(f), cod(op(f)) = dom(f),

op(fog) _ oP(g)oop(fl,
op(IC) = 1C.

Given two categories cC and, (C', we can .form, the product category CC ' as follows:
Obj (cC*C') _ {<C,C'> I C E Obj (Q, C' r= Obj (cC') )

Ar(C*C') = { <f,g> I f .E ,.Ar((C) °: g E Ar((C.')-)
dom(<f,g>) = <dom(f),dom(g)>, :cod(<f,g>). = ccod(f) cod(g)>
<f,g>0<f,g'> = <f0f,g0g'>
1<C,C'> = <1C,1C'>
<f,g>o<f,g>=<fof,gog5_>F_

ti

This can be generalised to any number of categories. For C*...*C (n times). we write (Cn.

A mapping F from C to C' is called afunctor if F maps objects on objects and arrows on
i.e.:
arrows, and commutes with the operations dom, cod- and
F(dom(f)) = dorn(F(f));
F(cod(f)) = cod(F(f));

F(fog) = F(f)oF(g);
F(1 C) = lF(C).

We write F, G, ... for- functors. The collection of all functors from C to C' is denoted as
IF(C,C'). It is evident that the composition of two functors is again a functor.
Let F, G E IF(C,C'). A mapping H : Obj(C) - Ar(C') is called a natural transformation between
F and G if, for all fe Ar((C):
G(f) o H(dom(f)) = H(cod(f)) o F(f).

5.2. Definition.
Let X, Y be domains. The pair <O,tV> is called a projection of Y on X if0 e [X-4Y],
1VE [Y-4 X1,
Nfo0 = !A,X.X,

0 ow <

Y.Y.
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X
1

We denote projections by p° _ <O,Nf>, p' _ <0',yf5, p" = <0",yf"5, etc.
Now we define four` categories.

5.3. Definition.

i) The category D is defined by:
Obj(D) := the collection of all domains;

Ar(D) := the collection of all continuous functions between elements of Obj(D);
fo g := Zi,xE dom(g).f(g(x)), i.e. furictional.composition;
if fE Ar(D), f : X --> Y, then ` dotn(f j := X, cod(6 := Y;
'
if DE Obj(D), then 1D := Z1 xE D.x, the identity function on D.
.

ii) The category A is defined by:
Obj(A) := the collection of all algebraic complete lattices;
'Ar(A) : the collection of'all -additive functions between elements of "Obj (A);

fog := ?.xE dom(g).f(g(x)), i.e. functional composition;
if fE Ar(A), f : X -+ Y, then dom(f)' : X, cod(f) := Y
if AE Obj(A), then lA := ?,xE A.x, the identity-function on A.

iii) The categories Dp and Ap are defined by
Obj (Dp) = Obj (D), Obj (Ap) = Obj (A)
Ar(IDp) _ ( Z

,ij E Ar(D)

;

t > is a projection}

Ar(Ap) = {<),V> I ),WE Ar(A), <),wf> is a projection}
<O,yf> C <)',q> _ <) C )',yf' C w>

dom(<),yf>) = dom(O), cod(<),yr>) = cod(o) "
the unit arrows are of the form < 1 D,1 D>
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iv) A functor Fe IF(Dr,D) is called monotonic if
if f,gE[X--*Y], with f5g, then F(f)<_F(g) (in [F(X)--->F(Y)]).

Analogously for A instead of D.
5.4. Fact.

Every monotonic F E 1F(Dn,D) is also a functor from Dpn to Dp, with F(<41,V1>,...,
<On,yrn>) = <F(41,. ,On),F(V,...,-yin)>. Idem for A instead of D.
5.5. Definition.
i) We extend the operations x,+,-* on domains to mappings on categories of domains, and
analogously for +c and algebraic complete lattices. Let X,X',Y,Y' be domains, f : X -* Y, g :
X'-> Y'. Then we define

fxg:XxX'-*YxY'
(f x g)<x,x,'> := <fx,gx'>;

f+g:X±X'-*Y_+Y'
(f+g)<O.,x>:== <O,fx>

(f±g)<1_,x'> := l,gx'>

(f+g)4. = 1;.

f - g : (Y-+X') -* (X-*Y')
(f--*g)x.:= g°:x°f.

Assume moreover that X,X',Y and Y' are-complete. lattices.. Then we define

f +c g :X+cX' -* Y+cY'
(f+cg)<O,x>:= <O,fx>

(f+cg)<l,x'> ;=.<l,gx'>

(f+g)1 = 1
(f+g)T = T.

ii) We extend x, + and +c to mappings on DpI resp. Apt as indicated in 5.4, and -* as
p

follows:

<4,V> -a <4',q> :=
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5.6. Lemma.
i) x e IF(D2,ITD), IF(A2,A), IF(Dp2,Dp), IF(Ap2,Ap), and x is monotonic.
ii) + E IF(D2,D), IF(Dp?;II)p), and + is monotonic-.
,sand + is monotonic.
iii) + Y E IF(A ,A);
iv) -4 E IF(DP,*D,D),1F(A°p*A,A), 7(Dp2,Dp),
Proof. This follows from lemma 4.4 (Obj(IID). closed under x, + and -a);a lemrna:4 6 {Obj(A)
closed under x, +c and -+), and:

p(2,)

a) if f and g are continuous, then so are fxg, f+g and
b) if f' and g are additive, then so are fxg, f+cg and fig;
c) if p and p' are projections, then so are pxp', p+p'`,;p+cp' and p-+p; .
d) x,+,+c and -> commute with , o;
e) x, + and +c are monotonic.
The proofs of (a) - (e) are. simple exercises.

_
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[]

§ 6. ABSTRACTIONS.
The categories D and A, defined in the previous section, are=to represent' the real-world' and
the abstract world' of POLYREC, respectively, as we shall see in § 8. The relation between these
to objects in A) and
worlds is given in terms of abstractions (arrows from objects in
abstraction transformations (a sort of natural; transformations, see 610:(iii)): This section is
devote d to t hese no tions.
6. 1. Definition.

Let X, Y be domains, f-E [X =4 Y].

Y]1..

i) f is called= strict if fl = 1, 1-reflecting if 'dxE X(fx=`1 - x = 1), and 1-unique if it is
both strict and 1-reflecting.
ii) f is called compactness-preserving if fcc is compact whenever c is.iii) f is called an abstraction if f is compactness-preserving, 1-unique and Y is an algebraic
complete lattice.

6.2. Lemma.
i) Zt,x.x E [X-X] is strict, and the composition of strict functions is strict. Idem for 1-reflecting,

1-unique, compactness preserving or being an abstraction instead of strict.

ii) If <O,tj> is an projection, then 0 is 1-unique and w is strict.
Proof. i) Easy.

ii) 01 <_ O(VI) <_ 1, so 01L- 1; VI = V(O1) = 1; if Ox = x then x =

1) = yr1 = I.

6.3. Definition.

absN and absB are defined by
absN:N"--> 2

absN(1) := 1
absN(n) := T

0

1

2

3

if nil
4

T

5
I

\\\ ///Z-

No

---

0
1

1
N

abs
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absB:B-4 2
absB(sL) -.1
absB(true) =.absB(false) :=T`.,h
_6.4;-Lemma.

absN and- absB- are-abstractions.
Proof. Easy..
absN.

0

6.5. Definition.
i) We define two partial mappings ++,

on. Ar(D)2 by

if cod(f),cod(g)E:Obj(A), then f++g is definedby' io (f+g),=F
where i is the embedding of --cod(f) +cod(g) into cod(f)+ccod(g),
dom(f++g) = dom(f)+dom(g), cod(f++g)-= cod(f)+cccd(g);
if cod(g)r= Obj(A), then f -» g is defined: by (f -jm g)(x)y := V { g(x(z))1'fz<_y}

dom((--»g) -dom(f)-->dom(g), cod(f-»g) =

x

/

(f-g)x

V(g(xz) ( fzsy}
{g(xz)lfzsy}

ii) We call an n-ary (partial) mapping M from Ar(D)n to Ar(D) abstraction preserving if it is
defined on all n-tuples of abstractions and maps;. these. on abstractions..
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6.6. Lemma.

i) x, ±+ and - are abstraction-preserving.
ii) The collection of abstraction-preserving mappings is closed under composition.
Proof. i) x : easy .using (3) in the proof of =ler ma-4.4 (<x,y> compact
- x and y,compact) to
show, that fxg is compactness-preserving if f - and-, g are,.

a

++ :,also quite easy, using (4) in the proof of lemma 4.4 (a compact a a=1° or '4=<ix> with
iE { 0,1 ) and x compact).
- : this is shown in several steps. Assume that f,g are abstractions, cod(g)c= Obj(A),
xE.[dom(f)-doin(g)], yE cod(f). Now it suffices to show:
(1)
(2)

(f -s' g)(x)(y)E cod(g)
(f -p g)(x)E [cod(f) -+ cod(g)],

(3)
(4)

(
g)E [[dom(f) : doin(g)] = [cod(f) - cod(g)]]
(f -* g) preserves compactness;
. ..
.(f :R g), is 1-sunique.-.,

(5)

-

_

(1): easy (cod(g)- is. a complete lattice);-

(2):, follows from

(f - g)(x)(VY) = V{g(x(z)) I fz__VY}
= V (g(x(z)) I f(V 4c(z))<_VY}

(cod(g) is algebraic)

= V{g(x(z)) I V{fz' I z'<_z, z' compact }<_VY}

= V_{g(x(z)) IV z'<_z(z' compact - fz'<_VY)-}
= V { g(x(z)) I V z'<_z(z' compact - 3y(=- Y(fz`'Sy)) }

(f preserves compactness)
= V { V { g(x(z)) I V z'<z(z' compact - fz'<_y)) } 1 yE Y)
= V { V { g(x(z)) I fz<_y)) } I yE Y }
= V { (f -k g)(x)(y)1 yE Y)

(3): follows from

(f - g)(VX) _ ? y...V_(g((VX)(z)=)_I fz<Y}
_ xy.V{g(V(xz IXEXj) I fz<y}
_ I Y. V { V { g(xz) I xE X), I fz<_y }
_ I y. V{{ V { g(xz) I fz<_y } I xE X)

(g. is continuous)

_ ly.V{(f - g)(x)(y) I xE X}

=V{(f-g)(x)IxEX}
(4): let x be compact, --so' x'= xab = 1;y. V {'bl I ai<y } with Adm(a,b), by lemma 3.+14.(1). Then
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(f -» g)(x) _ ly.V{g(xz) I fz<_y}

_ A. y.V{g(V{bi.l ai<z}),,U,2Sy)
_ Iy.V{gbi I a1 z, fz5y}
_ I y. V {_gbi,l fai5y}
= xfa,gb

so (f - ..g)(x) is compact (by lemma 3.17.(ii), for fa, gb are compact), and we see that f -» g
preserves compactness.,.
(5): follows from 3-.e:

(f -» g) (x) = 1 a Vy V{g(xz) i fz_<y} = 1
- Vz (g(xz)=1)
Vz (xz=1),

a
a

(g is 1-unique)

a x=1.

ii) Straightforward.

[]

We now prove two important properties of -» , to be used in 8.13.
6.7. Lemma.,

,

i) Let f,gE Ar(D), cod(g)r= Obj(A), xE [dom(f)-*dom(g)], yE cod(f). Then

g(xy) 5 ((f -» g)x)(fy).

.

ii) Let f be an abstraction. Then

((f -f)-- f)(fixdom(f)) 5 fixcod(f)
Remark. See 10.1.3, for a strengthening "of this inegality to an equality.
Proof. i) Follows from g(xy) <_ V (g(xz) I fz<_fy ) _ ((f -» g)x)(fy).
ii) Let X `:=' dotn(f), Y:= cod(f), aE [Y'--4,-Y'],. Then

((f -f) -» f)(fix)a = V (f(fix(d)) I (f-»f)d <_ a}
= V (f(V (dnl i nE to}) I (f-»f)d <_ a}
= V { V'{f(dnl) I nE co I (f-»f)d-<_ a°}

= V {f(dnl), l
co, (f-»f)d 5 a)
= V {f(dn1) 1 nE co, Vy Y(V {f(dx) l fx<_y) 5 ay)}
= V {f(dn±) 1 nE (o, Vx XVy Y(fxy'-* f(dx)

= V {f(dnl) I -nE co, dE D }, where
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<_

ay))

D := (d I `dxE XVy Y(fx<_y -4 f(dx) <_ ay));

now, if dE D, then f(dn 1) <_ an 1 (proved with= induction over n, using f±=±), so we have

((f --f)--» f)(fi)0

a<_
<_

V (anl, i n W =

t)

We go one level higher and introduce abstraction transformations.

6.8. Definition.
i) Let p=<4,V>E Ar(Dp),
abstraction diagram if

Ar(Ai p), and let f,gE Ar(D). We call (p;p',f,g) an

dom(p) = dom(f), cod(p) _ dom(g) dom(p) = cod(f), cod(p') = cod(g),
f and:: g; are abstractions,

0'ofgo4)
V
0

f

u

g

V'

0'

ii) Let F 'r= F(Dpn,Dp)., GE F(Apn,Ap). Then the partial mapping H : Dn -, D is called an
abstraction transformation between F and G if the. following ;holds:.

if
(pn,p'n,fn,gn) (pn,pmfn,gn).:-rare abstraction diagrams, then so is
(F(p),G(p'),H(f),H(g))
Notation: H : F =* G.
iii) AT (ATn) is the collection of (n-ary) abstraction transformations.
6.9. Remark.
The choice of 4'saf = god as, commutation condition in the definition of abstraction diagram is
dicussed in the Appendix.
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6.10. Lemma.
i) If (p,p%f,g) is an abstraction diagram, then foyr:<_ yr' o g. `
ii) Abstraction transformations preserve,abstractions.
iii) Abstraction transformations are natural, transformations:

Proof. i) foyr=, o ofoyf_yfogo(o <yfog.
ii) Use that°°< xE>dozn(f).x, XxE.dom{f}.x>, < x eod(f).x, x(=-cod(f).x>,f,f> is an
abstraction diagram whenever f is an abstraction.
iii) We ' shall show (considering only the unary case): if -H: F z=* G -:and G> restricted to Ap is a
t6, G' E IF(A',A),
functor on Ap then. H is a;natural transformation. from F. e

where

A' is defined by Obj(A') = Obj(A'), Ar(A')`= ((t j <4,V> E Ar(A) 1,

F resp. G' is the straightforward restriction of F resp. G to A.
Now, if (E Ar(A'), then pp°= <(t,yr> d Ar(A) for, some yr, so (p;p,ldom( ),lcod(o)) is an
abstraction diagram, and. idem for (Fp,Gp,H(dom((t)),H(cod((t))); so
ayG'($)

o

H(dom($))-°:H(cod($)) °:F'($),°

i.e. H is a natural transformation from F to G.

0

6.11. Lemma.

i)x:x=x.
i) ++:

+c.

iii) - : ---) =* -->.

iv) If H : F = G, H' :. F' = G' then HoH : FoF = GoG',i.e. AT is closed under
composition.

Proof, i), ii), iii): Let (< yr> <' yr'> f g) and (<o" yr"> <O"'

g') be two abstraction

diagrams, so they satisfy

(1tof =goo and 0...of == g,o0'
We must show that

<x

x

>,< x

",

x >,fxf; x,
W,+cyr,,,>,f++f,g++g'),

<-

f -» f,g,g )

are abstraction diagrams. By 6.6.(i), fxf, gxg', f++f, g++g', f-»f and g-»g' are abstractions,
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so it remains to see that

(fxf) _ (gxg') °

(6),,,

(7)
(8)

(011+co,,)
(1411

° (f++f) = (g++g!) °

-+0 ... )° (f-»f)

= (g-"g') ° (W--4')

Now: (6) and (7) are>easily. verified; am for (S) we argue as follows. We have
Now

(V{f(xz) l fz<iji"y}),
(x(y z)) I gz<y}),
((g-'°=g)°(= `))( )y _ : V.{g'( '( (i rz)}) I gz<y} = 0,,, (V If
((yf-$"')°(f- f))(x)y =

where the last equality holds because of g° O' = O"' ° f and the additivity of 0"', so it suffices to
show
(9)

(z I fz5ar"y} = {Vrz 1 gz<y},

which is done in two=steps: First assume z' E {z I fz__V"y), i.e. fz'_<yr"y,'then° 0"(fz') < "(yr"y)
<_ y, so (by g o 0 = 0" o f) g(oz') < y and z' =' 14r(Oz') E { Vrz I gz_y } . For the other way round,
assume u e {Vrz I gz<_y}, then u = Vrz for some°z -{with gz<y "then jr"(gz) 5 Vr"y and also (by
lemma 6.10. (i)) f ° Vr <_ Vr" ° g, so f(Vrz) <_ Vr"y, so u = Vrz E (z 1 fz<_Vr" y } .

So (9) is proved.
iv) Straightforward.

[]
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§ 7. CHAINS AND LIMITS.
For the-definition of the interpretation of recursively defined types, we-needy°a fixpoint construction

defined on functors.M This construction is based on limits of chains of epos. We start this section

with the definition of the notions of chain and limit, and derive some properties. Then we,define
continuous functors as those functors which commute with taking limits of chains, and show how
fixpoints for such functors can be obtained by a construction closely related, to,the definition of
fixpoints of continuous functions on cpo's (see 4.7; the method is analogous to -the 'one described
in [SP82]). Finally we consider fixpoints of abstraction transformations.
7..1. Definition.

Let <Xn>n be a sequence of cpo's, and let, for all n<cw, pn = <On,,Vn> be a projection of Xn+1

on. Xn. Then we call- <Xn,pn>n (also written <Xn>n) a chain.
W2

Vl

V0
XO

X2

X1
01

00

02

lini Xn = X, the limit of <Xn>n, is defined by
X:

1x=<xO,x,1,;. >

I dnE CO( xnE Xn A Wn(xn+1

) },

x<_y -iff vnE,(p(xnSnyn-)
We,also..put: Yn := {xn I x

r

Y) CXn for YCX.

J.

It is clear that chains are preserved under, functors, i.e. if <X1m>m =
<Xnm>m-= <Xnm,pnm>m are. chains .and FE F(DpnDp) then

F(<Xlm>m.... , <Xnm?m) = <F(X1m,.. ,Xnm),F(plm .,pnm)>nl.
is a chain.

7.2. Lemma.
i) The, limit of a chain of cpo's is a cpo.
ii) limnXn. = limnXn+m
-11

Proof, i) Itis evident that < defined in 7.l .is a partial order. Furthermore 1 := <10, 11,...> is
the smallest element; the supremum of YE D(X) is defined {by . VY := <V Y0, V Y 1,...>, and one
easily checks that Yn is directed whenever Y is.
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ii) This follows with induction from limnXn =1nnnXn+1 This isomorphism is realised by
i : limnXn - limnXn+1 and j : limnXn+l -* limnXn, defined by i(<xn>n) = <xn+l>n and
.j(<xn>n) _ <yf0(x0)>*<xn>n
.,To prove stronger closure properties on limits of chains, we need-some functions.
7.3.

Definition:

Let <Xn>n be a chain, in;nE'c0. We define

On,n+m: Xn -` Xn+m,
Wn+m,n: Xn+m -4 Xn
_tF

inductively by
On,n(xn) = x for xnEX n

n,n±m+1(x = On+m(On,n+m(xn)) for xnE Xn;
ytn n(xn) = xn- for xnE Xn,

Vn+m+l,n(xn+m+'1) = Vn+m,n(Wn.+m(xn+m+ 1)) for xn+m+lE Xn+m+1

For xnE Xn, the extension e(xn) of xn is defined by
e(xn) := <e0(xn),el(xn),...>, where
en(xn) := xn,
em(xn) := Vn,m(xn) if 05m<n,
em(xn) := 4n,mmkn) if n<m<(j).
7.4. Lemma.
Let <Xn>n be a chain, xnE Xn,
i) e(xn)E limnXn.
ii) Let x,yE Xn, x_<<y. Then e(x)<_e(y).

iii) Let x=<xn>nE limnXn. Then e(xn) <_ x for every n.
iv) If xn is compact, then so is On(xn)E Xn+1
v) If xn is compact, then so is e(xn).
vi) If the Xn are algebraic, then:

>n limnXn compact #* 3n'(xn compact and <xn>n=e(xn)).
Proof. i),ii), iii): easy, using the properties of ytn and On.
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[l

iv)

=:>

xn ytn(0n(xn))TV-(Vn1YJ) => ye Y(xri<ytn(y))

properties of ytn and On=
v) If, e(xn)<VY, then .xn<_VYn, so xn<yn tfor some yE Y; but. then (by viii)) xn y, and from
this the result follows.,
vi) The = part follows from (iv), so we prove the other part. Let <xn>n limnXn and consider
3yE-Y(On

Z := (e(zn) I znE.Xn, zn compact, znSxn,nE,co};
we claim

(1)
(2)

(3)

Z:5 <xn>n,
Z directed,
VZ = <xn>n

(1) follows from (iv).
(2); let e(zrn),e(z'm+n)E Z,: then ' n
Xni+i ,compact (using (iv)) and ! xm+n
(for 4)m,m+n(zm) < Om rn+n(xm?. -=Om,m+n(Vm+n,tn(xm+ri)) :! xm+n); so (Xm+n is algebraic)

there is a compact z"m+nE Xm+n with 4)m,m+n(zm),z"m+n < z1fm+n < Xm+n, hence e(zm) _
e(4)m,m+n(zm)) 5 e(z"m±n),eVm+n) < e(z"m+n:) and e(z"m+n) is compact (by (v)), so
e(z"m+n)E Z Z.

(3) follows from VZn = xn for all ne co, which is a consequence of, {zE Xn I z<_xn, z compact}
C Zn and the fact that Xn is algebraic.
Now if <xn>n is compact then <xn>nE Z by (3) and we are done.
[]
7.5. Theorem.
ID and A are closed under taking limits of chains.
Proof. This is shown by proving. the following for a chain <Xn>n:.
.

(4)
(5)
(6)

if the Xn are algebraic, then so is limnXn
if the Xn are boundedly complete, then so is limnXn;
if the Xn are complete lattices, then so is limnXn.

We prove (4) - (6).
(4) This follows directly from 7 4 (vi),and (1) - (3)-i n the proof of 7.4.(vi).
(5) Assume that the Xn are boundedly complete, and let YclimnXn with Y<xE limnXn. Then,
for every n<co,
Yn<-Xn , so VYn exists; hence VY exists. So limnXn is boundedly complete.
[]
(6) Easy, by the fact that VY := <VYQ, VY1, . ;
We want to obtain fixed points of functors. The method used here, inspired on the fixpoint
construction in a cpo (see 4.7), is straightforward: start with the simplest cpo 1, construct the
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sequence <l,F(la;F(F(1J),: >, show that it is
end take the limit limnFn(1). To `see that
this limit is indeed a fixpoirit of F (i.e. F(lininFn(1)) = limnFnL)) it suffices to know `that F(limriXn)' = limnnF(Xn), ie. applying F commutes with-takinglimits.' Such functors are defined
continuous in the next definition.

7.6. Definition.

Let F.E ]F(Dpn,Dp). F is called continuous if for all chains: <Xln>n, ,inn>n
limnF(X 1 n,...,Xnn) = F(limnXl n,...,limnXnn).

Notation: F E CIF(Dpn,Dp). Idem for Ap instead of Dp.
7.7. Lemma:

i) x, + and -4 are continuous.
ii) Continuous functors are closed under composition.
Proof. i) The continuity of x and +,,,is easy;:; " requires more work. Let <Xn>n, Yn>n
chains with °X:=1imnXn, Y:=limnYn, Z:= limn[Xn--Ynl We shall give i,j with,.
limn[Xn-*Yn].

(7)

i : [[X-Y] -+ Z]

(8)
(9)

j : [Z -4 [X--)Y]]
j = lZ

(10)

j 0 i = 1[X---)Y];

then it follows that
We recall:

hmn[Xn

Yn].

X = {x=<xn>n I Vn(xnE Xn A n(xn+1`)=xn)

),

Y = {y=<yn>n I Vn(ynE Yn A Wn(Yn+l)=Yn)),
Z = { g=<gn>n f Vn(griE [Xn-3Yn] A Win ° gn+ l ° n=gn)) .

Now define i,j by
<Ixn.(f(e(xn)))n>n for f E [X---)Y]
j(g) := xx:< ! {'qn+m,n(gn+m(xn+m)) I mE (o)>n for g=<gn>n Z.
i(f)

We show (7) --(10) .
(7): Let f E
We have to show that <?,xn.(f(en(xn)))n>nE Z, i.e. for all n

lxri.(f(e(xn)))n e [Xn Yn] and
`dxnE Xn(W n(f(e($n(xn))))n+f=(f(e(xn)))n)
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be

The fast part is` evide t,- the second is seen-as follows: by f E `[X-Y] we have
is equal to' (f(e(xn)))n, by the definition of e.
n(f(e(On(xn))))n+l = (f(e(On(xn))))n
The continuity of J-1& easily verified:
"
(8) Let g=<gn>nE Z,° x=<xn>nE X. We have to show"'
j(g)(x)= <V {yl`n+m,n(gn+m(xn+m)) 1 mE (0}>nEY; i.e for all n
.

_

11

I m co) cYn is directed, and

(11)

(12)

Vn((g)(x)) = j(g)(x)

(11): It is evident that {Vn+m,n(gn+m(xn+ n)) I mE"oA )
(13)

Yn: By

V-n+m+l;n(gn+m+l ()Cn+m+l )) =

n+m,n( ri+m(gn+m+1n+m(Wn+m (x'n+m+1)))))

_ W'n+m,n(gn+m(Vn+in (xn+m+1)))
_ Vri+m,n(gn+m(Xn+m))' (x E X)

(°yt<1)

(g 'C'Z)--'

er
we see that {yr'n+nn,n-gn±m (x n+m)) i mE co} is directed.
(12): l n(V{tn+1-+n ,n±,1 (gn±1+m(xn+1 +m)) I mE co)) _

= V-[' 'n+l+m,n(gn+l+m(xn+l+m))

1 mE cO}_

--

(continuity)

= V { i/n+m,n(gn±m(Xn+m)) I mE (- { 0 } .}.

= V {'n+m,n(gn+m(xn+m)) I mE co) (by (13), taking m:=O),
so we are done.

..

(9): Let g=<gn>n Z. Now
(W' n+m,n(gn±m(xn±m)) I mE w }> n)
i((g)) = i( ,x.<V ``

= <2 xn.(A.x.<V

I ME.c0}>n (e(x"n)))n>n-

{yf'n+m,n(gn+m(e(x,n))n+m),I mE.co}>n,.)n?n

_ <xxn.VIVn'+m,n(gn+m(On,n+m(Xn))) I mE (O)>n _

<Ix
9.

.

V (gn(xn)" I mE cn } >n

= g.

(10). Let f c= [X- »Y]. Now
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(g Z, ind. over m)

,,

j(i(f))

=j(<Xxn (f(e(xn)))n>r )
= A,x.<V IVn+mn((Lxn+ni°(f(e(xn+in)))n+m)(x)n+m) I me co}>n
= Xx <,Vtyp'n+m,n(f(e(xn+m)))n+m I me w}>n
(f(e(xn+
=ind.-over m)
= %x.<V { (f(e(xn+m)))n I mE w}>rY
.

_ Ax.<(f(V.[e(xn+m) I mE w})n>n
_. A,x.<(fx)n>n = f.

(continuity of -f and` t,x:(x)n)

ii) Straightforward.

[]

7.8. Definition.
Let, Fe IF(Dp,Dp). We define, ch(F),. the chain of F, by
ch(F) := <F1 1,Fnp>n, where
p = <4),V> with 0 : 1 -4 F(1); Nt : F(1) * 1,
x(11) := J F(1), yr(x) : lrl for all xE F(1).
F2

F1

F1

1

0

F$

F

2O

Fix(F), the fixpoint of F is defined by 'lim(ch(F)).
7.9. Lemma.
Let FE 1F(Dp,Dp).
i) The chain of F is a chain.
ii) Fix(F)e Obj(Dp); moreover Fix(F)

x I Vn<w(xnE Fn1 A (Fnq)(xn+l) = xn)}.
iii) If F is continuous, then F(Fix(F)) =Tix(F).
Proof. i) It is clear that 4'and V -are, continuous and that p = <4),yr> is a projection of F(1) on
1. With induction over n At follows that Fnp° is a projection of Fn+11 on Fn 1.
ii) Straightforward by theorem 7.5.E
iii) Follows from F(Fix(F)) ='F(limn(Fnl)) = limnF(Fnl) =1imn(Fn+11) = limn(Fnl) = Fix(F),
[]
using lemma 7.2.(ii).

7.10. Remark (in answer to a question of Henk Barendregt).
It is possible to generalize the limit construction of 7.8 by taking 2 instead of 1 (provided that
F(2) #l). This gives more freedom for the choice of 0 and V: let c be an arbitrary compact
element of F(2) and put
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where 0c : 2 --* F(2), Vd: FL) --> 2, with
$c(1) = I, $c(T) = c, Wc(x) = T if c:5 x, yfc(x) = I-,,, otherwise.
pc. =

Now 0c and yrc are ,continuous (by lemma 3.10),,and one easily checks that Pc = <4c,yrc> is a
projection.
Besides limitis of chains of domains;
limits of chains of continuous functions
between domains. The first reason is the generalisation of the fixpoint definition to (n+l)-ary
functors F, resulting in an n-ary functor,Fix(F);.the, second is the definition of fixpoints of
abstraction transformations, possibly with parameters.

7.11.Definition.

Let <Xn>n = <Xn,<0n,yrn»n, <Yn>n = <Yn,<Vn,Vn>>n be two chains. Since -4 is
continuous, we have limn[Xn--+Yn) [limnXn-4limnYn], so an element f = <fn>n E

.

with -- j . as defined in the proof of

limn[Xn-->Yn] corresponds to j (f) E

7.7.(i). To distinguish between. these two representations, we call- f -an-ar--row chain and write

limnfn for j(f), the limit of f.

X0

X 1 14

X2 .4

fl

f2

f0

Y0

,

Yl

.

Y2

If also

°fn = fn+1 °On for all n,
then we call f a strong arrow chain:
If f = <fn>n E limn[Xn->Yn] and g = <gn>n E limn[Yn-. Xn] are strong arrow chains with
n°gn<<aYn, gn

= 1Xn for all, n,

(so, pn = <fn,gn> .is .a-projection of Yn on

Xn.

fob all Vin) then we call p =<pn>n.. a projection

chain and write limnpn for <j(f),i(g)>, the limit of p.
We state some properties of arrow Jimits.and chains,
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7.12. Lemma.
i) Let f be given with fnE.

[X.ri-4YYn]

for- all- A. Then

f is an arrow chain Yt:* fns°=1n°fn+l 0On`='for all n.

f is a strong arrow chain b O'n°fn = fn+l °0n for all n.
,ii),Let f :=.limnfn be the limit of an arrow°.chain as'-above:<Then

f(<xn>n) ==.<V {qn+m,n(fn+m(xn m)) a niE w}>n;

moreover, if f i°in = Vnofn+1 for all n, then
f(<xn>n):= r<fn(xn)>n.

iii) If fn <_ gn for all n, then limnfn <Ymngn.`
iv) _,D and A are closed under taking limits of arrow chains.
v) The limit of an arrow chain of abstractions is an abstraction."vi) limnfn C limngn =1imn(fn ° gn)

vii) If fn 5 fn for all n, then limnfn <_ limnfn
viii) The limit of a projection chain, is, a projection.

Proof. i) The first equivalence follows from fE limn[Xri-*Yn] a fn = (One 'n)fn+l for all n
a fn = V n°fn+10 On for all n; the second from O'n°fn = fn+1 oOn =* fn = Vn0O'n0fn =
Vn 0 fn+ 1 0 On-

ii) By the definition of j (in the proof of 7.7.(i)). If fn°n °n°fn+1 for all n, then
Vn+m,n(fn+m(xn+m)) = fn(Vn+m,n(xn+m)) = fn(xn)
iii) straightforward.
iv) Closure for ID is evident. As to A, we observe that limnfn is additive whenever the' fn are.
v) It suffices to show, for arrow chains <fn>n:
(14)
(15)

if all fn are 1-unique, then so is limnfn;
if all fn are compactness-preserving, then so is limnfn.

We prove (14), (15), with f := limnfn.
(14) Assume all fn 1-unique. Then f1 - <-V {Vn+m n(fn+m(±))' mE c}>n = <V {yin+m,n(1-)
I mE co}>n = <V { 1 1 mE co}>n = I. On the other hand, if f(<xn>n)=1, then
V.{wn+m,n(fn+m(xn+m)) I mE co} = 1 for all n, so (m:=0) fn(xn) = 1 for all n, hence <xn>n

= 1 (for the fn are 1-unique).
(15) Assume that all fn are compactness-preserving. Let <xn>n be compact, then (by lemma

7.4. (vi)) <x>=e(x) with XpE Xp compact for-some p. Now f<xn>n = <yn>n, where
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Yn = V ' {ri+m,n(fn+m(en+m(xp))) 'I me co}

= 'V {Vn+m-,n(fn+m(en+'m(xp))) l rn > In-l.(by (13) in 7.7.( ))
= 'V-tVn+in,n(fri+-m(p,n+m(xp))) i m > In-pl} (`definition of e)
= V {Vn+m,nWp,n+m(fp(xp))) I m > In-pI }
(<fn>n is -an ' arrow chain)
= yV{en(fp(xp)) I m> In-VI} __en(fp(xp)),

so <yn>n = <en(fp(xp))>n = e(fp(xp)), which is compact (for the fn preserve compactness).
vi) By. (ii), we have

((limnfn°

ngn)x)n =

= V { In+m,n(fn+m(V { W"n+m+p,n+m(gn+m+p(xn+m+p)) I pE w } ))
= V {-V'n+m,n(fn+m(W"n+m+p,n+m(gn+m+p(xn+m+p)))) I m,pE w}

I mE co }

(the last equality holds by continuity), and

(limn(fn0gn)x)n'= V IVn+m,n(fn+m(gn+m(xn+m))) i ni to
so we have to show y { tm,n,p'l WE CO) = V { tm,n,O I mE co 1, where tm,n;p :=
V'n+m;n(fn+rn(W"n+m+p,n+m: n+m+p( n+m+p)))) This is true-if `tm,1 ,p <_ tm+p,n,0, and this
%

follows from

fn+m° W' n+n +p,n+m - W n+m+-p,n+m° f n + n+p
which is proved with induction over p, using -fk°W"k < W'k°fk+l This last inequality holds
because of fk= W'k°fk+100"k
fk°W"k= Vk°fk+l°0"k°W"k-5V'k°fk+l
vii) Easy, by the definition of; j:
viii) Follows directly from (vi) and (vii).
[]
Now we turn to.'(n+1)-aty functors.- First some.=notation:, if M : X*Y -+ Z is some (possibly

partial) mapping and xe-X, then Mx := 2 y.M(<x,y>)..
7.13., Lemma.

i) If FE F(Dm*D,D) and fE Obj(Dm) (i.e. f = 1X for some 'XE Obj(1Dm)), then FfE ]F(D,D);
moreover, if F is continuous, then so is F f. Idem for DP or Ap instead of D.
ii) If H,: lDm*I .---D°(possibly-partial)., H: F =:> G and.,-f Ar(Dm) 'is`an abstraction, then Hf :
Fdom(f) Fdom(f).=:> Gcod(f)

Proof. i) Easy, fE Obj(Dm) is required to get XE Obj(ID) = FfX)E Obj(D).
ti) Also- easy, using that (<ldom(f)Jdorn(f)> <lcod(f),1cod(f)>,ff) is an abstraction diagram
whenever f is an abstraction,
[]
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7.14. Definition.
Let FE IF(Dpm*Dp,Dp), pE Ar(Dpm). Then Fdom(p),Fcod(p)E ]F(Dp,Dp) and we have the
chains;<Xn>n=<Fdom(p)n(1)>n, <Yn>n <Fcod(p)n(1)>n o Fdom(P) and Fcod(P)'
respectively..

Now the projection chain ,p = <f,g> = <fn;gn>n limn[Xn- Yn1 x limn[Yn- Xn] of F in p,
of F in p, is defined by
alias the fixpoint Fix(Fp)E [limnXn-*limnYn] x

<fn,gn> := Fpn(1), for all n.
We also define the fixpoint functor Fix(F) by
Fix(F) := Z P.Fix(Fp)..

Idem for Ap instead of Dp.
7.15. Lemma.
These definitions are correct, i.e. P E
Fix(F)E F(Dp,Dp).

`x limn[Yn-->Xn] is a projection chain and

Proof. pn= Fpn'(1) E [Fdom(p)n(1) -4.Fcod(P)n(1)] X IF od(P)n(l)
with induction over n;. Idem for .q'n°pn = Pn+1 °qn, i.e.
(16)

Fcod(P)n(q')°Fpn(1)

-

Fdom(p)n(1)] is, proved
Fdom(P)n(1)],

y_Fpn+l(1)oFdom(p)n(q)

where

x [dom(F(p,1))-->f]q = <4,y> E
with 0(1) = 1, W(x) = 1 for all xE dom(F(p,1))
q' <0',yf> E [cod(F(p,1))- 31] x [cod(F(p,1))->1]
with c¢'(1) = l; t '(x) = 1 for,all. xE eod(F(p,1)).
The base step is
,o.

= _F(p,1)°q-.

,and this follows .from the fact that q, q'T and= F(p, 1) are projections, hence` their components are

strict (lemma 6.2,(ii)). The induction step,

F(cod(p),Fcod(P)n(q'))oF(p,Fpn(1)) = F(p,Fpn+-l(1)QF(dom(p),Fdoin(P)n(q))

follows directly from (16), cod(p)op = p ° dom(e) and the fact that F is a functor.
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To see that Fix(F)e IF(Do,IDp), we observe (Fix(F))(p)°(Fix(F))(p') = Fix(Fp)°Fix(Fp,) _
limnFpn(1)°limnFp,n(1) = limn(Fpn(1)°Fpin(1)) = limn(Fp°pIn(1)) = Fix(Fp°p0 _
(Fix(F))(p°p'), using 7.12.(vi) for the third equality.

0

Before we can show that continuity is preserved under applying Fix, we need a lemma on the
permutation of limits,

7.16. Lemma.
Let mXn, mp'n, m Pn. (m,nE_ co) = be given with
a);<mXn, mp`n>n is a chain; for every rne=c
b) <mXn,.mp'n>m is a chain, for every nE co;
ti

N

I'll

rT.

c) mpn+=l°°mP.'n;= m+lP'n°mPir
Then limm(limn mXn) = limn(limm mXn).
°

Proof. By (c), we have m'Vn+l °min = m+lWn°mVn for all m,nE w, so
l mn(mVn)<m+lxn n= <V {mWn+p,n(mI to+p(m. ixn+p)) l pE w}fin _ in'Vri(m+lxn)>n
and analogously l mm(mVn)<mxn+l>m =
='<mWn(mx_n+1)>m>-=So we get

limm(limn mXn) =
_ { <<mxn>n>m I Vm(<mxn>nE'liinn rn n A. l inn(mVn)<m+lxn>n=<mxn>n) }

_ [;<<mxn>n>m ]dmn(m'If'n(mxn+.i)='mxn ^ m Vn(m+lxn)=mxn) }
= {<<mxn>m>n.l Vn(<mxn>n(=-limm mXn n l mm(mqn)<mxri+
= limn(limm mXn)

Now we can prove that .Fix preserves continuity.
7.17..; Lemma.

If F is continuous, then so is _Fix(F).
Proof. Let <Xn>n = <Xn,Pn>n be some chain. We have
limn(Fix(F)(Xn)) = limn(limmFXnm(1))
(step I)
= 1imm(limnFXnm(1))
(step II)
_ li-m m(Fli -,h Xnm(1))

= Fix(F)(limnXn)
so we only. have to justify stepI and step I1 to obtain the continuity of Fix(F).
Step I: this is an"application of lemma 7.16, so we have to verify:
(17)
(18)
(19)

<FXnm )FXnm(gn>>m is a chain, for all n;
<FXnm(1), Fprim(1)>n is a chain, for al m;
FX(-+1)m(gn'+l)°Fpnm(j) = Fpri +1U°FXnm(gn), for all m,n.
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ri1=mxn>m)}
C]

where,
qn = <On,Nfn> with
On : 1

-* F(Xn,l) satisfying n(

= 1,

Vm : F(Xn,1) .--) 1, satisfying Nfn(x) = 1 for all --xE F(Xn,l).

Now (17) holds since qn is a projection and FXn is a functor, (18) since <Xn,pn>n is a chain
m, with at the
and If.F Ll) is a functor (induction overSm); -(19)

base qn+l o 1 = F(pn,1) o qn, .a direct consequence of the strictness of the "components of qn+1,1,
F(pn,l) and qn (by lemma 6.2.(ii)).
Step II: follows with induction over m. The base is trivial (1=1.), for the induction step we argue as
follows:

limfFXnm+l(1) = limnFXn(FXnm(1))``
= limnF(Xn, FXrim(1))
= F(limnXn,HmnFXnm(1)) (continuity of F)

= F(limnXn,Flim n Xnm(1))

(induction hypothesis)

FlimnXnm+l(1).y

= Flim n

This ends the proof.

[]

Finally we consider fixpoints of abstraction transformations, beginning with the simple case
without parameters.

7.18. Definition.
Let Fe F(DP,Dp), GE F(Ap,Ap). (Then <Fn(1)>n, <Gn(1)>n are chains, by 7.9.)
For H : F =* G, we define

<Hn(1)>n E limn[Fn(l)-4Gn(l)]
as the arrow chain of H, alias the fixpoint Fix(H)E [limnFn(1)=41imnGn(1)] of H.

F1-`

1

Fz 1-4-

21

H1

1

G21-'

.G1-4

40
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7.19. Lemma.
i) <Hn(1)>n, as defined above, ;is astrong arrow chain.
ii) Fix(H) is an -abstraction:
Proof. i) We have to show
Gnl($')°Hn(1) =-Hn+l(1j,5Fn(0) -for all =n,

i.e. (Fn(0),Gn(0'),Hn(1), Hn+1(1)) is an abstraction diagram. This follows with induction over
n. The base step is
O'°1 =H(1)o

and follows from the fact that H preserves abstractions, so H(1) is strict. For the induction step

weuseH:F= G,
ii) Follows directly from lemma 7.12.(v).

[]

7.20. Definition.
Let FE IF(Dpm*Dp,Dp), GE 1F(Apm*Ap,Ap), fE Ar(um) an abstraction. Then we have the

chains <Xn>ri=<Fdm(f)n(1)>n of Fdom(f) and <Yn>n=<Gcod(f)n(1)>n of Gcod(f)..
If H: F = G, the arrow chain
h = <hn>nE limn[Xn-3Yn]

of H in f, alias the fixpoint Fix(Hf)E [limnXn--)limnYn] of H in f, is defined by
hn :=

H(1), for all n.

We also define the fixpoint functor Fix(H) by

Fix(H = f.Fix(H
f).
A
7.21. Lemma.
If H -: F =* G, then Fix(H) : Fix(F) = Fix(G).
Proof.
51--i,

I

Assume 0'o f = goo, f and g abstractions. By lemma 7.13.(ii) and lemma 7.19.(ii) we see that
Fix(H)f = <Hfn(1)>n and Fix(H)g = <Hgn(l)>n are also abstractions. So we only need
(Fix(G)O') o (Fix(H)f) = (Fix(H)g)o (Fix(F)0), i.e.
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limnGO,n(1)olimnH (1) =

by lemma 7.12.(vi) this comes down to

GOtn(1)0H f (1') = Hgn(1)0F n(1) for,all n.
We prove this with induction over n. For n=0 this is trivial; the induction step requires

G(q,GO,n(1))°H(f,H (1))

=

H(g,Hgn(1))°`F($,Fn(1)1

and this follows from the induction hypothesis, iV o f = g o 0 and H : F = G.
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[]

§ 8. TWO; INTERPRETATIONS AND ABSTRACTION..
In this section we define two interpretations of the language,POLYREC. The first, called the
concrete- interpretation and denoted by C1, is in the category-=D.-of domains. It is, in a sense, the
intended interpretation of the language.
also-introduce= the abstract interpretation, denoted by

AI, which resides in the category A of algebraic complete lattices.
and that of
Then a mapping abs (abstraction) between the range of
embodies the notion of abstraction, used for strictness analysis.

-is presented. It

for:strictnessl-analysis.,.`

=t

s

8. 1. Definition.

ADp -assignment a is a mapping of type variables on"arrows of

.If- a is a type variable and
f is an arrow of DP, then a':=a[a-->fl is the assignment defined by a'((x)=f, a'((3)=a(p) if (3 is
a type variable different from (x.
a is a normal assignment if it is a mapping on.Obj(Dp).
We start with the definition of the concrete interpretation CI for typesand type functions.
8.2.. Definition,

Let a be a Dp-assignment. Then:
CI(a,a)..= a(a)
CI(N,a) = N
CI(B,a) = B
CI(x,a) = x
CI(+,a) _ +

CI(-a;a) -,-a
CI(Sal.._.4n.ct;a) = 21,f1...fnE Ar(Dp).CI(tt,a[al:=CI(µcI,a) = Fix(CI((D,a))
.

,...,an`fnD

°

If the expression e of the

no free. (type or term) variables, -then-thevalue of
CI(e,a) does not depend on: a : in such cases we=fshall-write CI(e) :for.. CI(e,a) A more
,

conventional notation for CI(e) is [e] or [e]c.
8.3. Lemma.

Let a be a normal Dp-assignment,

e O, (D E On-_O. Then:

°CI(tia),E D,,
CI((I ,a) E. SCI (Dpn,Dp).
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Proof. Let * := ca 1 .. , a n> be some =sequence of -type variables, ti r= O and

(D E

em _ G.

Then we define

ti* := Sal...an.ti,
* Sal;.an(31..0 .(D(31..P-m ({al--:an}

rdu{(31..m}`-disjoint).

With simultaneous induction over the the' complexity of. c E O acid «°e "eln a0, we prove, for
arbitrary sequences of type variables : * withlength. n:
(1)

(2)

.a.

CI(t*,a) E tCF(Dpn,Dp),
CI(*,a) E tCIF(Dpn+m,Dp

from (1), (2) the lemma follows (take * := <>).
We treat some typical cases (the others are analogous or trivial).

t = a,

<a>: CI(a*,a) = CI(ka. a,a) = Xf.CI(a,a[a-f]) = Z f.f e CIF(Dp,Dp).
ti = N, * _ <>: CI(N,a) =N e . Dp =- CIF(DpP,Dp)
= x, + or -4 : (2) follows directly from lemma 7.7.(i) (x, + and -4 are continuous).
ti = «r1...'Cn : (1) follows from lemma 7.7.(ii) (continuous functors are closed underrcomposition)
and induction hypothesis (1) for til...... t n and (2) for «.
(D = Ski l ... 3 n.'t : (2) follows directly from induction hypothesis (1) for ti.
ti = µcD, * = <a>: by induction hypothesis (2) for «, we have CI((D*,a) E (CIF(Dp*Dp,Dp), so
CI(µ I *,a) = CI(2 ct.µ(D,a)

_ UCI(µ(D,a[a-*f])
= %f.Fix(CI((D,a[a-f]))
=
Fix(CI(-%a(3.

(P),a))

= Fix(CI((D*,a))
E C1F(Dp,Dp)

(by lemma 7.17):.

[]

.before we extend the concreteinterpretation toy (polymorphic) terms, we extend the=assignments.
The- naive idea is: let a -mapFltype variables on-objects of a category and term =variables on elements

of these objects, such that
(*)

a(x) a a(type(x)).

This is too simple, however: it should be possible to modify a to e.g. a[a--D], but then (*) may
be violated, since the type of a term variable may contain type variables;-This -problem is dealt with

in the following definition.

.
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8.4. Definition.
i) If F E 1 (]3,C), the objects of cC are sets and f : Obj(B) -4 uObj(C) -satisfies f(B) E F(B)
for all B (=- Obj(]3), then we call f a choice function associated with F; notation f c F.
ii) If a is a normal Dp assignment which maps term variables on `choice functions of Dp in such
a way,- that

a(x) e CI(type(x)1`)t

where *-' _
11

; n>: are .the' free type va `iables- in type(x) (so type(x)* is closed), then we

call a anextended D assignment. Furthermore we put
a*(x) := a(x)(a(al)::,a((xn)),

so a*(x) E CI(type(x),a).
iii) If a is an extended Dp=assignment, x is a-term_variable and= f=c CI(type(x)*,a) (* as above),
then
is the extended assignment defined by a'(x)=f, a'(y)=a(y) if y is a term
variable different from x.

iv) If d E CI(type(x),a); tYpt,(x) = ti[al,...,an], then we-put dx: %Dl.::DnE Obj(Dp).d.
Fact. If a is aneextendedZ p-assignment satisfying d -e a(type(x)), then dx e CI(type(x)*), so

we define:

a

CI(x,a) = a*(x)
C. (O,a),=,_0

CI(S,a)=

S

CI(plus,a) _ +
CI(times,a) =.
CI(eq,a) = eq
CI(true,a) = true
CI(false,a) =-false
CI(not,a) = not
CI(and,a),= and
CI(or,a) = or
CI(S,a) _ XD-r= Obj(Dp).1
CI(ite,a) = ite ,
CI(fix,a) = fix
CI(pai r,a) = pair
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CI(pO,a) = p0
CI(pl,,a) = p-1

CI(in0,a) = inQ
CI(in 1,a)

=inl

CI(case,a)° = case
CI(st,a) = CI(s,a)CI(t,a)
CI(Xx:ti.t,a) =
CI(pttl...,tn,a) = CI(p,a)(CI(tl ,:a))...(CI(tin,a))

CI(Aal.:..an.ta) =

nE

8.6. Lemma.
Let a be a extended IDp-assignment, t r= T, p E On--T,, D1,... Drie=Obj(D). Then:

CI(t,a)E CI(type(t),a).
CI(p,a)D 1. ...Dn -Ea CI(t-ype(P),a)D 1.

Proof. Let #:= <c

. , an,x 1,...,xk> be a sequence of type and term variables, t e T with its
free varables among- -xl,..,x avid, type(xi) = r (i = 1,...;k). Then we define
,

t#,:-- Aa 1... an. X xl :zl...xk:tik.t;

Now let

*

:= <a1,...,an> be a sequences of type variables, p e Om-+T . Then we define
(D* := Aal... anPl... RmPp 1... (3m

'here { a l... (Xn) and ID, ... j3m) are disjoint.

With simultaneous induction over the complexity of t e T and p e EP- 4T, we prove, for
arbitrary sequences of type and term variables * and # as defined above:
(3)

(4)

CI(t#,a) e CI(type(t#),a),
CI(p*,a) c CI(type(p*),a);

from (3), (4) the lemma follows (take # := <>).
t = x, type(x) =,C = r[a], # = <a,x>: now CI(x#,a) = CI(Aa.Xx:a.(a) = IDA& DA F- %D.D
CI(type(x)#,a).
=
f
The other cases are straightforward.
[]
=

8.7. Lemma.
The interpretation Cl is sound w.r.t. the axiomatics of POLYREC.
Proof. We only check the two type axioms listed in 2.3:
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'`

(5)

(Sal:...an.ti)til...t = c[-al:=T, ;...,an:=tin]

(6)

(Sc

= µ(Sa.ti),

the others are easy.
(5): let, for simplicity; n=1, then we have to show CI((S(x.ti)o,a) = -CI(t[a:=(T],a) and this
follows from CI(T,a[a--)CI(6 a)]) = CI(ti[a:=6],a), which is proved with induction over the,

complexity of c.
(6): now we have to show, for X E
CI(µ ,a),"i.e
CI((k,a)(Fix(CI(X,a))) = Fix(CI(X a)and this follows by'lemma 7.9:(iii)` and lemma 8.3.
Now we turn to the abstract interpretation Al.
8.8. Definition.
Let a be an =Ap=assignx ent.-,Then-we define:,-

AI((x,a) = a(a)
AI(N,a), = 2

AI(B,a) = 2
AI(x,a) = x
AI(+,a) _ +c

AI(--,a) _ -4
AI( 1:..cn,a) = AI((D,a)(AI(til,a))...(AI('zn,a))
AI(Sal ..an:'c a) _ Ifl...friE Ar(Ap),.AI(ti,a[,al-4fl..,...,an-4fn])
AI(µ(D,a) = fix(AI((D,a))

Let, a be an extended Ap-assignment. Then:AI(x,a) = a*(x)
AI(O,a) = T

AI(S,a) _ ?.x 2.x
AI(plus,a) _ ?.xyE.2.xAy
AI(times;a) = IxyE 2.xny
AI(eq,a)_ Zxy 2.xny
AI(true,a) = T
AI(false,a) =,T
AI(not,a) _ IxE 2.x.
AI(and,a)_Axy 2.xny
AI(or,a) = AxyE 2.xny
AI(1,a) = %AE Obj(Ap). I
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0

AI(ite,a) = itec
AI(fix,a) = fix
AI(pair,a) =-pair
AI(p0,a) = p0

AI(p1,a) = pl
AI(in0,a) = inOC

r:

AI(inl,a) =.inlc
AI(case,a) = cases
AI(st,a)_ _. AI(s,a)AI(t,a).

AI(Xx; ta,a).= dE AI(r,a) AI(t,a[x-d])
AI(ptii...tin,a) = AI(P,a)(AI(til,a))...(AI(tin,a))

AI(Aal..:an.t,a) =

%Al.,...AnE Obj(A\p).AI.(t,a[oEl-,-,4Al

8.9. Lemma.
Let a be an extended Ap-assignment, ti e,. O;_ (E, En-y6; t E- T, p,e--On

,T:-Then;

AI(ti,a) e Obj(Ap)
AI((D,a) e CIF(ApnAp)
AI(t,a) e AI(type(t),a)
AI(p,a) E AI(type(p),a)
a,

Moreover, the interpretation Al is sound w.r.t. the- axiomatics of POLYREC.
Proof. As for 8.3, 8.6 and 8.7.
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Now we define the abstraction mapping abs between the 'concrete-,and the abstract interpretation.

Let, from now on, a and a' be normal Dp- resp. Ap-assignments, and let a" be an associated
abstraction assignment, i.e.= a mapping of type° variables ,,a on abstractions a"(a) e
[a(a)-4a'.((x)]. Such a,a',a" are called assignments triples.
8.10. Definition-.

abs is defined by:
abs((x,a") = a"((x)

abs(N,a") = absN
abs(B,a") = absB
abs(x,a") = x
abs(+,a") = ++

abs(-),a") = -»
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abs(8al...an.,T,a") = Xf1...fnE Ar(D).abs(i,a"[a1:=f1,...
abs(t1 .-1,a".) = abs( ,a")(abs(tl,a"))...(abs(tn Y'))

:=fn])

abs(j(D,a") = Fix(abs((D,a"))

8.11. Facts.
i) abs(axtt)<x,y> = <abs((T)x,abs(ti)y>.;
ii) abs((Y+,r)1 = 1, abs(oxti)<O,x> = <O abs(6)x>, abs(6x t)<l,y> == <e 1 abs(i >.
iii) -abs(a-+-t)x = 21,yE AI(a). V (abs(t)(xz)- I abs(o)z < y } .

8.12. Lemma.
Let ti E e, (D E On-O. Then:

abs(t,a'') E. [CI(t,a) --4 AI(t,a')1 is, an abstraction,
abs((D,a" ).: CI((h,a) = AI(I,a').

Proof. Let *, ti* and I* be defined as in the proof of lemma 8.3. With simultaneous' induction
over the complexity of ti E O. and (D E Q
E), . we prove, for arbitrary sequences of type
variables * with length n:
(7)

abs(t*,a") : CI(t*,a) = AI(t*,a'),

(8)

abs((D*,a") : CI((D*,a) => AI((D*,a');

from (7), (8) the lemma follows (take * :_ <>).
== a, * _ <a>:abs(a*,a") = abs(Sa.(x,a") = Xf.abs(a'A"[a- f])-f:f, and it is evident that
Z.f.f : Af.f =* 2.f.f.
ti = N, * __<e> abs*(N,a")_= abs(N) =- absN E =[N-421 _ [CI(N) AI(N)1,
an
abstraction.
i = B : analogously.

I = x, + or - : (8) follows directly from the definition of abs and lemma 6.11.(i-iii) (x : x

x,++:+=* +c,- :-=* -4).
ti

= (Dr1...tin : (7) follows from lemma 6:l 1.(iv) (abstraction transformations-are=closed--urider

composition), induction, hypothesis- (7) for til...... tn and induction hypothesis (8) for I.`
(D = 8P1 ... P n.ti : (8) follows directly from induction hypothesis (7)for =`'t:
It = µI: by induction hypothesis (8) for 0 and lemma, 7.2-1.

[1

Before we can prove that ab.so CI < Al, -we need two inequalities concerning the behaviour of teri
application and the fixpoint operator under abs:
,
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8.13. Lemma.
i) If xE CI(6->'L,a and y CI(a,a),,,them abs(T,a")(x(y))._ (abs(a
notation

")x)(abs((Y,a")y); in short

abs(x(y)) < abs(x)(abs(y)).
ii) abs((ti--> r)-> r,a")CI(

a) < AI(4yt,a); in short;

abs(CI(1)).< AI(1).
Remark. See 10.1.3 for a strengthening to equality (for certain types).
Proof. Follows directly from lemma 6.7.

[]

We now derive abs o CI <_ Al, the main result on, CI, Al and abs:.°
8..1.4. Lemma.

Assume that a, a' and_ a form an assignment triple and satisfyyrnoreovef,"I
,

(9)

abs(ti,a")(a(x)(dom(a'((x1)),...,dom(a'((xn)))) _< a'(x)(cod(a'((xl)),...,cod(a"((Xn)))

for all term variables x with type(x)
Then, for any term t, we have
(10)..

°

-

°

abs(tYP (),a")(CL(t,a)) <_ AI(t,a')

Proof. With simultaneous induction over the complexity of t resp. p, we prove (10) and (11):
(11)

abs((D,a")(f)(CI(p;a)(dom(f))) <_ AI(p,a')(cod(f)),

where p is a polymorphic term with type(p)

(D E On--)O, and- f =TM<fl,.:.,fn> E Ar(Tpn)

are,abstractions
t =-Ix:,for simplicity we assume.: type(x) =ati =ti[c]. Now (10) becomes.-abs(c a')(a(x)a((x=)) <_
a'(x)a'((x) and this follows from (9), since a, a' and a' form an, assignment, triple, so

dom(a"(a)) = a(a), cod(a"(a)) = a'(a).
t = k, a term constant: now (10) becomes abs(t,a")CI(k) 5 AI(k) and this is easily checked for all
term constants k.
p = 1: (11) follows from the strictness of abs(t a") (by lemma 8.12.and-definition 6.1:(ii )).
p = fix: follows from lemma 8.13.(ii).
p is some other polymorphic constant: straightforward verification.
t = rs, type(r) = 6->c, type(s) = a: now (10) becomes
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(12)

abs(t,a")(CI(r,a)CI(s,a)) < AI(r,a')AI(s,a').

By lemma 8.13.(i), we have
(13)

abs(,, a")(CI(r,a)CI(s a)) <_ (abs(anti,a")CI(t'`a))(abs(6;a")CI(s,a

and by induction hypothesis (10) for r and s, we'have
(14)

abs(a- r a")CI(r,a)°5'AI(r,a); °abs(a a")CI(s,a)`< AI(s,a'

now (13) and (14) yield (12).

t = Xx:p.s, c= p-a,"type(x) = p, type(s) = a: now (10) becomes
(abs(p,a")--abs(a,a"))(t?d.Cl(s,a[X

dx])) <_ %,e.AI(s,a'[X' sex]),

i.e.

Xe.V Iabs(a,a")(CI(s,a[x-4dx])) I abs(p,a")d <_ e) <_ Xe.A1(s',ax-4ex])
i.e.
(15)-

'dde(abs(p,a')d < e =* abs(a,a"

<_

ex]))

'AI(s,a'[x

and this holds, since if abs(p,a" )d <_ e, then ii assignments "a[x_ dx], a'[x-sex] and a" satisfy
9) and we ` et'the conclusion of, 15 'by induction hypothesis " 10 for s.
t ,,,:::t p(Tl...ari, "type(p) = Sal dn.:0 i _ P[a1:=ai, . ,an:=an] for simplicity, we assume n=1.
Now (10) becomes.
abs(p"[(x:=a],a«)(CI(p(y,a)) <AI(pa,a')
(abs(Sc.p,a')(abs((Y,a")))(CI(p,a)(CI((T,a))) <_ AI(p,a')(AI((Y,a))

and this follows from induction hypothesis (111) for p, "since dom(abs((T,a")) = CI((Y,a),

cod(abs(a,a")) = AI((T,a), by lemma 8.12.
p = Aa1..-.an.t, type(t) = a, ti = 5al...an.a: for simplicity, we assume n=1. Now (11) becomes

abs(S(c.a,a')(f)(CI(Aa.t,a)(dom(f))) -_< AI(Aa.t,a')(cod(f)) for abstractions f,
i.e.

AI(t,a'[a-acod(f)]) for abstractions f,
and this follows from induction hypothesis (10) for t, since
a"[a---f] form an assignment triple satisfying (9).
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a'[a-4cod(f)] and
[]

§ 9. STRICTNESS.
With CI and Al at hand, it is not difficult to define strictness and demonstrable strictness.
9. 1. Definition.

Let t be a closed term of type
i) t is called strict if CI(t)1= .L
ii) t is called d(emonstrably)-strict if _,AI(t)1 = 1.
Using abs, we can characterise, the relation between strict and demonstrably strict:
9.2. Theorem..

Let t be a closed term of type 9-7n.. Then:

t is d-strict = t is strict.
Proof. We have

AI(t)1 = 1
abs(6-+t)(CI(t))1 = 1 (abs o CI S AI, lemma 8.14)
a abs(6-*t)(CI(t))(abs(a)(1)) = 1

t d-strict

.

=>

(4bs(6)(1), = 1, by lemma 8.12 and def. 6.1.(iii))
1 (abs(xy) _< abs(x)abs(y), lemma 8.13.(i))

sa CI(t)1 =1
a t is strict.

[l
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§ 10. CONCLUDING REMARKS.
We have seen that strictness analysis for a functional language with non-trivial strength can be done
using abstract semantics, yielding an approximation of the notion strict by demonstrably strict. The
method given heavily relies on notions and constructions from category theory. It is, in fact, an
elaborated example of the use df abstract semantics,

10.l. Variants of the method.
We shortly discuss some alternative developments of the method given in this paper.
10.1..1. It is possible to=replace all domains by algebraic complete' lattices (acl's). This is done as
follows:

add =T to N .and B;;;

replace +, in0, inl, case by . +c, in0c, in-lc,,.casec;
replace ++ by +C;
The reason we did not choose this option from the beginning is that, contrary to 1 (undefined),
T= has no proper meaning in -N d if,: B, at least not in the contextof functional languages,where
overdefinedness (a natural candidate for the meaning of T) does not play a role."

10.1.2. A less radical variant is to leave N and B as they'are, but to replace +, in0, in 1 and
case by their complete counterparts, .observing that J is -closed under these operations, and to

replace ++ by +c.
10.1.3. We present an interesting consequence -of-

1.2j," viz. `strengthening 8.13.tii) to

AI( t)
for types

c

of the fragment POLYREC+ (defined below). Thisisdone as follows.

Definition.

A function f is a strong abstraction if f is an abstraction with a continuous right inverse f*, so
f of* = idcod(f) We associate to every strong abstraction f a right inverse f*,. and call <f,f*> a
strong abstraction pair.-

Strong abstractions yield a stronger version of 6.7.(ii):
Lemma.

Let f ° be a strong abstraction, with right inverse f*. Then
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((f -» f) -» f)(fixdom(f)) = fixcod(f)
Proof. We have

((f - f) - f)(fix)a = V {f(fix.(d)) I (f -

,

fld;<_ a};

= 'V (f(V (dn1 I nE co}) 1 (f - f)d <, a
= V { V {f(dn1) I nE w}) I (f - f)d <_ a}
= V{f(d ..L).1nECo,(f-»f)d<a}
V{f(((f
for , (f - f)((f = V (f((XYf`(a(fy)))nl). I.nE w;}

f)*a).=a

= V {f((Ay.f*(a(fy)))nl) I nE co}
= V (an(f .L) I nE`co}

V {anl I nE co) = fix(a)

>_

and the result follows with lemma 6.7.(ii).

0

:Lemma.

absN and , abs$- have right inverses, and,, x ±c and -» preserve strong abstractions: the right
,

inverses are obtained by-

(fxg)* _ (f*xg*)
(f+cg)*

(f*.+cg*)

(f»g)* := lxy.g*(x(fy))
Proof. We only show, the correctness of the last definition:

(f-g)((f

g)*x)Y

_
= V .{ g(g*(x(fz)).)' I'fz._y }
= V {x(fz) I fz__y}

= xy, for f(f*y) = y, so Vy2z(fz=y).
Definition.

i) (<o#>,<V,tf'>,<ff*>,<g,g*>) is a strong abstraction diagram if (<o, `>,<J;V'>,f,g) is an
abstraction diagram, <f,f*> and <g,g*> are strong abstraction pairs and
$'of = go
$of*

,

g*°$'
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ii) .A strong abstraction transformation is defined as an abstraction transformation, but reading
.Grvif
'H is a strong abstraction
strong abstraction fn abstraction; we write H :1~s

transformation from F to G=
We hake -the =following variant of lemma 6.11

Lemma.

i)`x:x=x.
ii) +C : +c = +C.

iii) If <h,h*> is a strong. abstraction pair, then h

:

:om(h) -4 -''

s cod(h) -4 . Here h --»

abbreviates X x. h --» x, etc.
iv) Strong :.abstraction pairs are closed under composition.

Proof. (i),(ii): easy.,
ij '><f f* ;<g,g*>) is a
(iii) Assume that '<h h*> is a strong abstraction pair and (< ; '>
,strong abstraction diagram. We have to show that.(< o , ' >;<wo -;V o .>, J
<h-»f,(h-bf)*>,<h_»g,(h_g)*>) `is'a strong abstraction diagram, i.e.
(h_»g)°($°'),

(1)

(0-.)°(h-»f)* _ (h--g)*°($'°.)

(2)

1): we have
{f(xz),

V { '(f(xz)) I H _<y`})

I

((h=*g)o($o.))(x)y = V (g(0(xz)) Thz<y})

and these are equal because of #o f = goo.
(2): here

.

Oo.)o (h-" f)*)(x)y = $(f*(x(hy))),

((h-"g)*o($'o.))(x)y = g*($'(x(hy))),
and their equality Tollows-from Oof* = g*oo'.
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We turn to chains. If <fn>n and <f*n>n are chains with dom(fn) = cod(f*n) = Xn, cod(fn) _
dom(f*n) = Yn and `dn(fnof*ri lYn), then (by 7.12.(vi)) we have (limnfn)o(limnf*n) _
limn(fn0f*n) = ly, where Y = limnYn. So for limits of abstractions we have
(limnfn)* = limn(f*n).

This leads to the following variants of 7.19.(ii) and 7.21:
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if H is a strong abstraction, transformation, then Fix(H) ; is, a.rstrong abstraction;

if H : F =s G, then Fix(H) : Fix(F) s Fix(G).
Now we consider the positive fragment POLYREC+ of POLYREC, where types of the form 6 -ti are only allowed if 6 is closed, i.e. contains no free type variables. For types t and type
functions 1 of POLYREC+ we can strengthen lemma 8.12 and 8.13.(ii) to:

abs(ti) e [CI(s) -4 AI(ti)] is a strong abstraction,
abs((D) : CI((D) =*s

abs((ti--*ti)- t)CI((rt) = AI(c).
10.3. Perspectives for future research. .
The following items, not covered in this paper, seem of interest for future research.:
i) Extension of they method to stronger languages, e.g. second-order-. lambda. calculus (see 2.4), or
the extension ML± .of ML defined in [My84] (see also [KTU88]). The obvious question is: given
some concrete interpretation, find an abstract interpretation and an abstraction mapping between the
two.
ii) It seems promising to study the behaviour of POLYREC as 'a term rewrite system. A :first topic
Js-an analysis of the relation between strict and needed, as mentioned in 1.1. Furthermore it might
be interesting to try and develop abstract rewrite rules to compute demonstrable -strictness.

iii) Refinement of the method, e.g. by considering finite approximations of limits of chains, in
order to make, computation of demonstrable strictness, feasible.`
iv) Analysis concerning the algorithmic complexity of the method and its variants.
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APPENDIX.
In this appendix we discus the definition of abstraction diagram (6.8.(i)). It contains the
commutation conditions of = goo. Why....this3cbndtnon? There are alternative conditions: together
there are four possibilities, viz..

O'of°W=g,

$of=go

,

fayr=yr'og,
f= Vol 9°0;
we consider them (and some weakenings) in the following lemma."
Lemma.

Let (p,p',f,g) be an abstraction diagram as defined in 6.8.(i), but without the condition
1'-f = goo (i.e.(2)). Then
i) (1) => (2) => "(4)',ii) (1) = (3) = (4);
iii)
O'of<go

a fayi<_iy'og

a f' 1f1

Proof. Simple application of the properties of projections

goo.
0

Before we discuss alternative definitions of abstraction diagram,'we take a 'look at the place they are

used: lemma 7.18.(i) on chains of abstraction transforhations. The typical situation is the beginning
of such a chain, i.e. the diagram deternimed by the domains 1, 1, F(1), G(1), the projections
<O,yr>, <o',yr'> and the abstractions 11, H(fl. Now it is easy to see that (2) (and hence (4))
always holds for such a diagram (for 1 is a terminal object), and (3) holds if yr, yr' and H(1) are
strict. Condition (1), however, is rarely met: ft requires H(1)' to be constant (with yr' (1) as
value). Therefore we shall discard condition (1) in the rest of our considerations.

It turns out that (2) is the only condition with makes - : -- => - (lemma 6.11 .(iii)) true. We
show this by giving a counterexample to. - : --> =* L4---for abstraction diagrams based on (3) or
(4). It consists of three abstraction diagrams satisfying (3)" (hence (4)) and a demonstration that the

resulting diagram does not satisfy (4) (hence neither (3)).
Let

1 = (1},
2_:=-t=1,T} .with L.

_<

T

(1,0,1 } with l `< 0,1
f : B - 2 with f(1) = f(0) = 1, f(1) = T
B :=
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0:2aB with $(1)=..L, $(T)=0
yr : B - 2 with yr(1), = 1 ,,tli(O)` = yr(1) = T,

then (I) _(<O,yr>,<12,12>,12,f),.(II) _ (<1B>1B> <12,12>,-f,f" and (III) =
(<12,12>,<12,12>,1.2,12) are,-,abstraction diagrams satisfying "(3). In ;(11)..and (III) even. (1)
holds, but not in (III), for

1212= 12#A,x.1 =fa4).
Now we shall show that in the diagram ((I) - (II)) - (111) we have
(*)

f* * yr'*Og*°0

where

f*
g*

((12-"f)-" 12),
so f*(x)(y) = V[xz f zE [2-B] n VuE2(f(zu)<_yu)};..
((f-p f)- 12),

so g*(x)(Y)- = V[xz 1. z [BBB] n VbE

(f(zb)Sy(fb))}

0* :=

so *(x)(Y) .=,x(y°$);
((12-)1B:)- 12),
so. yr!*(x)(Y) = xy. r

We do this by showing.
(f*)(x)-Y

= 1 #T = (yr'*og*oo*)(x)Y,

where
xE

by x(z)=T, if zT=1-,,.x(z).=1 otherwise;:

y E L2- 2],,, defined by y = 122.

We have
f*(x)y = V[xz I zE [2-->B] A VuE 2 (f(zu)_yu))

= V[T 13zE [2-aB](zT=1 A f(zl)< n,f(zT)ST)'}

= T (take z with z1=1 zT=1)
and
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*Og*o *)(x)Y = V *(g*($*x))Y
= 'g*($*x)Y
= V { (O*.x)z I zE-[B-*B].A VbEB(f(zb)<_y(fb))) }

= V {x(zo ) I zE [B-B] A Vbe B(f(zb)_fb))}
-

=`V`{°T 13ZE

A f(z1)<_fI A f(zO)<_fO A f(z1)<_fl)}

= V {T 13zE [B - B](zO=1 A f(zi)=1- A f1=±)}

=1, for f1=T1
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